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PREFAC E 

It was principally due to a personal interest of the writer in the 

species noble fir, Abies procera, that the subject The Lnagenent and 

Utilization of Noble Fir was chosen for this thesis. The increasing 

inportance of the species in the nnagertnt plans of sonic of the western 

national forests was another motivating factor for the gathering of data, 

pointed toward the greater appreciation of noble fir as a timber tree. 

First association of the writer with noble fir occurred in the 

summer of 19h6, while vrking on a timber sale in the Willame Creek 

drainage of the Columbia National Forest, Washington. During the course 

of the summer, through constant association with the species, interest 

in the species continued to grow, and every opportunity was taken to 

observe the nature and habits of the tree in the forest. 

It is in this area that noble fir reaches its greatest concen- 

tration, and the largest 1movn noble fir is located not far away in the 

same forest. The noble fir stands in this area cannot help but conmand 

the respect of foresters and laymen alike for their symmetry of form, 

striking blue-green foliage, and straight, clear boles reaching upward 

often 150 feet before being topped with short, mushroom-like crowns. 

It vjas the stately appearance, with the resulting desire to find out 

more about the species, that led to the gathering of information for 

this paper. 

The writer wishes to acknowledge the work done by the staff of 

the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, upon whose publica- 

tions much of this thesis is based. Particular appreciation is due to 



authors H. S. Betts, R. F. Luxford, F. H. Krone, G. H. Englerth, J. R. 

Hanshrough, L. J. Markwardt, T. R. C. Wilson, G. W. Trayer, Rolf Thelen 

and L. V. Poakes for making much of this information available. Also, 

special acowledgment of basic information used in this paper should be 

given G. T. Sudworth, E. J. Hanzlik, and H. V. Johnson for their exten- 

sive work with noble fir. 

Special appreciation for much help given the writer in compiling 

and development of information is due the following persons and organiza- 

tians: J. B. Granthan; W. I. West; J. D. Snodgrass; J. R. Dilworth; 

J. F. Ligon; W. J. Chamberlin; Miss Betty Stevenson; R. F. Cook; K. P. 

Cecil; L. O. Barrett; Kendall B, Woods; 'WV. W. Weber; The Oregon Forest 

Products Laboratory; Erle Fulghani; J. W. Copp; The Timberrian and West 

Coast Lurnberian publishing companies; the Douglas-Fir Plywood Association; 

the T!ultnomah Box and Sales Company; the t. Jefferson Lumber Company; 

the West Coast Lumberman's Association; the Pacific Northwest Forest and 

Range Experiment Station; the Liinton Box Company; the Dwyer Lumber 

Company; the American Forestry Association; the Bestline Corporation; 

and the Moore Dry-Kiln Company. 
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INTRODUCT ION 

Object and Scope 

This paper is vritten with the purpose of bringing to the forester 
concerned with manageint and the nnufacturers and users of wood products 

the appreciation of the possibilities of this species, Abies procera. It 
hopes to point out the potentialities of noble fir in the forest econoniy 

of the Northwest, with the desirability of encouraging its reproduction 

and good management in present stands. By pointing out the properties of 

a superior nature to other true firs and species in this region, the 

writer hopes to discourage the idea that noble fir is sinp].y another "true 

fir" of questionable value, except for pulpwood and box lumber. 

This paper seeks to include information on noble fir in all of its 
aspects with emphasis on the proper growth and management techniques in 

the stand, its properties relative to commercial uses, and the further 

utilization prospects of the species. 

History and Background 

A one of the true firs, noble fir has long been subject to pro- 

judice on the part of loggers and luitheriuen -- a misunderstanding due to 

lack of information about the species. Because until recently little 
noble fir lumber has been cut, the average user is not familiar with it. 
Limited quantities cut in the more accessible areas in the past were 

often marketed as "larch" to avoid the stigma of the name "true fir." 
Substantial volumes were cut and marketed as such from Larch Lountain, 

Oregon, in the Mt. Hood National Forest, and widely accepted on the 

market. It was from this misnomer that "Larch" Mountain received its 



nane, though no western larch, Larix occidentalis, grows within many miles 

of this peak. Neither the wood nor the tree bear the slightest resemblance 

to western larch, 

Aside from the lunbernen who sold it,ancl a few other persons, most 

people considered noble fir a valueless species, to be scorned in manage- 

ment. Most of the trees cut went unrecoized for their value, and were 

diverted into pulpwood and box material. Most isolated small stands and 

scattered trees were diverted to these markets, but some lumber found its 

way into commerce as products of western hemlock, Tsugaheterlla. 

Upon sawing into lumber, the two woods are very difficult to differentiate 

upon close investigation, and the properties are very similar. 

The Japanese were cognizant of the properties of noble fir long 

before its acceptance in the United States. Prior to the mar with Japan 

many large cants and logs were shipped to that country at very low prices. 

Also, it was the British that first opened the eyes of our technicians 

for the uso of noble fir in aircraft in World Var II. 

Utilization of noble fir in its own right began about 1938, when 

two industries, the venetian blind and veneer-box manufacturers, began 

looking for a replacement for Sitka spruce in their products. Good 

spruce mas then becoming scarce and these industries were quick to see 

the possibilities of noble fir in their products. Little publicity was 

given to their findings in order to eliminate competition for logs and 

thus keep the price down. 

Also about 1938, the Forest Products Laboratory secured samples 

of noble fir wood, tested it, and found it to be suitable as a 

substitute in industrial use for spruce, due to similar properties. 

This investigation brought about an immediate demand for noble fir as 

aircraft material when the United States entered World War II; in some 
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instances special roads were built to tap stands for their noble fir 
content. 

Previous to the war, stumpage prices for noble fir were .5O to 

1.00 per thousand board feet, but during the war prices ranged arowid 

;5.00. Since release of price controls, the sthmpage rates on noble fir 
have raised proportionAtely to other species and at present will cornrnd 

about lO.00 per . The increasing shortage of lowland timber has 

brought about the development of high-mountain stands where noble fir is 

common, and its value has risen. Froni this has resulted greater iQiowledge 

of its properties and regard for its valuo. Unfortunately, though it is 

the most valuable of the true firs, noble fir is the most limited in 

range and in quantity. 

Besides the coimnon names of "noble fir" and "larch", the species 

also known as "feather-coned red fir" and "bracted-cone red 

in reference to the presence of external bracts on the cone scales and 

its resemblance to red fir, Abiesmanifica. An Indian naine, "Tuck-Tuck" 

is sometimes applied to the tree. Botanically the species was originally 

designated Abies nobilis, bo describe the fine forni of the tree, but in 

19)43 the name was changed to Abies procera, which refers to the height, 

to eliminate duplication with a prior-named species in iurope. 

Important Work on Noble Fir 

In 1920 Hanzlik (ii) did extensive work on the growth of noble 

fir stands on Larch Mountain, in Oregon, which was published, but little 
other work on this problem seems to have been done. Girard has compiled 

a general volume table for the species, and the Siuslaw National Forest 

has worked on a local table for the Liary's Peak Area. 

Just prior to World War II the Forest Products Laboratory staff 
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niade extensive strength and other properties tests on noble fir in connec- 

tion with industrial and aircraft use of the wood. Also listed were 

experiments with the species as a substitute for Port Orford white-cedar 

as battery-separators (25). During World War II, H. V. Johnson (16) 

of the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station did exten- 

sive work on mill-studies to determine the lumber grade-recoveries from 

noble fir ogs. 

John B. Kling's work i.n 19L2 on the suitability of noble fir for 

dairy-products-container use should also be included. 

Methods of Investigation 

The above work, with the addition of other scattered inforntion, 

has formed the basis of this paper. This information has been further 

supplemented by the personal experience of the author and interviews 

with many individuals acquainted with noble fir. Throughout this paper 

efforts have been made to constantly comparo noble fir with other species 

conunon in the Pacific Northwest and more familiar to many people. 

Definition of Terms 

Throughout this paper the Forest Service checklist of common and 

botanical names will be used and the common name "white fir" will refer 

only to the species Abies concolor. Names of other "true firs" will 

refer only to the botanical name first used with their common name in 

the text. 
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THE TREE IN THE STAND 

De se ription 

General Appearance. In form, noble fir, as the name suggests, is 

a ngnificent tree in its optimum devolopnient. The short crovm and clean, 

syinnitrical trunk result from the relative intolerance of the tree, which 

drops its branches quickly in early life. This results in many boles 

being clear of branches for 100 feet or more. any specimens grow to over 

200 feet tall, with largest trees up to 8 and 9 feet in diameter. Gener- 

ally, though, noble fir reaches an average size of from 3 to Lt feet in 

diameter and lO to 200 feet tall in the mature stand. 

The crovn branches stand out rather stiffly at more or less right 

angles to the trunk, forming a sparse, round-topped crown. This together 

with the dense, blue-green foliage make mature noble fir easily dis- 

ceriaible in the stand from a distance. In young trees the tops are 

sharply conical, sometimes causing confusion with alpine fir, Abies 

lasciocarpa, where the ranges overlap. But noble fir tops are never 

as bushy and narrowly-spiked as alpine fir. 

The Bark. The bark of noble fir is comparatively thin, averag- 

ing from one to two inches thick on old trees. Grayish brown to purple 

in color, it is broken by narrow grooves into small, irregular plates 

on old trees. The plates are not apparent in younger trees, in which 

the bark is more scaly, the scales flaking off to reveal a reddish- 

colored underbark. On the young troes of sapling size, the smooth, 

gray bark is covered with resin blisters similar to the other young 

true firs. 
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-- Fo1iae, The curved, stiff needles of noble fir vary in color 

from pale to dark blue-green and the foliage is readily discernible from 

that of its associates, The waxy, pointed needles appear to grow in a 

crowded, upturned mass along the upper sides of the twigs in the upper 

branches, whereas those on the lower branches stand out perpendicular 

and flattened from the twig as in other true firs. These needles on the 

lower branches are notched at the tips and are not as noticeably four- 

sided as the needles on the upper branches. The needles on the upper 

branches are from five-eighths to three-quarters of an inch long, and 

the lower needles are from one to one and a half inches long. 

The needles of noble fir are characteristically grooved on the 

upper surface along the center. In the area of Davis Lalce, Oregon, where 

the ranges of noble fir and red fir (Abiesmagnifica) and Shasta fir 

(A. magnifica shastensis) overlap, this groove offers one means to 

distinguish these species from one another. The needles of red fir are 

ridged on the upper surface (27). 

The reddish brown twigs are fairly pubescent, bearing round, 

reddish buds, which are heavily resin-coated. The buds are approximately 

an eighth of an inch long (5). 

The Flowers and Cones. The flowers are borne on the twigs of the 

previous season. The purple staminate flowers hang singly from the lower 

branches, the reddish or yellow-green ovulate flowers standing erect on 

the topmost branches. These develop into oblong cones. 

The large, erect cones differ from those of other firs by having 

large, sharply-pointed bracts protruding over the cone scales so as to 

be visible. These bracts give the cone a "shingled" appearance which is 

distinctive. Upon maturity these bracts give the cone a light 
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yellow-green or yellow-broi tinge. The cones disintegrate scale by scale 

from a central axis that is left standing on the twig, liberating a rather 

large, reddish-brown seed with a single wing. These seeds are approxi- 

xnately one-half inch long. 

Growth Characteristics 

Range and Conditions. Noble fir grows in a rather limited range 

from Mount Baker in northern Washington south along the Cascade Mountains 

to central Oregon. To a lindted extent it grows in the higher mountains 

of the Coast Range, principally in southeastern Washington and north- 

western Oregon. It is seldom reported south of latitude LO degrees 

30 minutes, though isolated specimens are claimed to be found in the 

Siskiyou Mountains of Oregon. 

The occurrence of noble fir in commercial quantities and the 

region of its best development lies in the area south from Mt. Ranier, 

Washington, along the Cascade Mountains to lAne County, Oregon. In the 

Coast Range it occurs in cormarcial stands froi northern Tillamook 

County to Siletz Bay, Oregon. 

The species occurs at elevations from about 2,000 feet to 6,000 

feet, throughout a zone of uniformly damp climate, reaching the highest 

elevations at the southern limits of its range. In northern Washington 

the upper limit of noble fir is L,50O feet. Thus the tree reaches its 

best development in regions where winter snowfall is heavy and lies on 

the ground four or five nths of the year at higher elevations. Best 

development occurs, however, from 3,000 to 1i,500 feet. 

Though noble may be said to be the largest, the longest-lived, and 

the nst valuable of the true firs, its range is the most restricted of 

the snllest volume. The figures released by the Forest Service in l931j. 

in its survey of the forest resources of the Douglas-fir region (io) 
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showed a total standing volume of noble fir to be 8.7 billion board feet. 
This was seven per cent of the volume of all vstern true firs. Oregon 

claimed 5,9 billion feet and Washington 2.8 billion board feet of the 

total (Table i). 
Latest Forest Survey figures indicate that the total merchantable 

standing timber in both states is near 6.8 billion board feet (2). Pure 

stands aro very limited and stands of LO to 50 per cent noble fir on any 

considerable area are rare. The largest concentration of noble fir in 

anj- one area lies in the Willame Creek drainage near the south slope of 

Mt. Ranier, in the Columbia National Forest (16). Here, out of a total 
of 582 million feet of timber, 62 million, or 10.7 per cent, is noble 

fir. In parts of the drainage the stand runs from 80 to 90 per cent 

noble fir, particularly near the ridgetops. Not far from here, on the 

Iron Creek drainage, stands the largest 1-mown noble fir -- a specimen 

260 feet high. The circumference of this tree is 22 feet 8 inches and 

the diameter 86- inches. 

Associates. In its botanical range noble fir is commonly 

associated with several species, nny of the sub-alpine group. At the 

lower limits in elevation it grows with Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga 

taxifolia; western hemlock, Tsuga heterophylla; Pacific silver fir, 
Abies anbilis; and lodgepole pine, Pinus contorta latifolia. At the 

higher elevations it occurs with mountain hemlock, Tsuga mertensiana; 

Alaska yellow cedar, Chanecyparis nootlmtensis; alpine fir, A'oies 

lasciocarpa; white fir, Abies concolor; western white pine, Pinus 

monticola; sugar pine, Pinus lamabertiana; and western red cedar, 

Thuja plicata. It occurs with white fir and sugar pine chiefly in the 

southern portion of its range (27). 
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Growing Conditions. The presence of noble fir throughout its range 

is determined chiefly by the abundance of soil moisture, uniformity of 

clin.te, and the competition from associates. It occurs on gentle to 

steep mountain slopes of any aspect, benches, ridges, and high plateaus, 

with the vertical range increasing from north to south and from the 

Pacific Coast east in a zone of more or less fixed amount of heat and 

moisture. The latitude of the range is restricted on the east side of 

the Cascades owing to lack of moisture. 

The c1in.te of the range of noble fir is generally fairly mild, 

without extreme daily or seasonal temperature variations, even though in 

the higher altitudes heavy snows are coimnon. The precipitation is heavy, 

from about 60 to 120 inches per year, a considerable per cent of this 

occurring as snow. 

Though doing best on deep soils, noble fir thrives well on rocky 

or pumice soils and is not very den.nding in this respect if sufficient 

soil moisture is available. It does best on deep, porous soils, germin- 

ating either on duff or on mineral soils. It seems to prefer duff (27). 

Reproduction. The large, pale reddish-brovn seeds drop from the 

ripened cones in October. A fairly prolific seeder, noble fir usually 

produces some seed each year, with abundant crops occurring at irregular 

intervals. Trees ordinarily produce seed from sixty years of age to 

death, but younger trees than sixty years ny occasionally produce. 

The largest crops are produced by the older, nature trees and seed 

production is maintained to a great age. One disadvantage is that 

the seed is quite large and does not carry far away from the parent 

treo. 

The rate of seed germination is low in noble fir and seeds do 

not retain their vitality. Germination percentages of Lfl to 50 per cent 
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are probably the best that canbe expected under ordinary circunistances, 

and the general averace is much lower (5). Insects and squirrels destroy 

a high percentage of the seed, and much of the seed is not viable as it 

cones from the cone. The seeds survive one winter well, but one year is 

the best that can be expected. It has been found that seeds collected 

for nursery practice must be stored at temperatures from -10 degrees to 

O degrees Fahrenheit to keep them viable for planting. This must be done 

as soon as possible upon collection. 

Seedlings thrive equally well on mineral soil or humus, but germd.n- 

ation appears better on humus (27). Reproduction is only possible in the 

open or in very light shade, due to the intolerance of the species, and 

it will not develop in continuous shade. Openings restock readily if 

seed sources are available and clearing and burned areas readily support 

an abundance of seedlings in a few years. 

Many areas in the range of noble fir appear to 'be entirely devoid 

of this species, but as the seeds are heavy and the germination low, 

this is understandable. In most of its range noble fir must compete 

with lighter-seeded species and more prolific species such as western 

hemlock, silver fir, and others. recause of this, noble fir is usually 

subordinate in numbers in the mixed stand, though seldom subordinate 

in size. In old-growth stands silver fir and western hemlock appear 

as an understory and gradually take over the dordnance of the stand. 

Noble fir's closest associate, Pacific silver fir, generally out- 

numbers noble fir in the mixed stand due to its greater tolerance, 

releasing ability, and heavier seed-production. 
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Growth (Heightand Diameter). In its optimuni oormieroia1 range noble 

fir reaches large sizes. Overall grovh is fairly rapid and noble fir 

offers heavy competition to any of its associates. It grows to the 

largest sizes of all the true firs, averaging L to 5 feet in diameter and 

from 150 to 200 feet in height. It is slightly smaller than Douglas-fir 

in the optinnun range of each, but produces as high, if not a higher, 

grade of log as Douglas-fir. Fifty to sixty per cent of the log scales 

of several stands have been peeler-grade logs; few Northwest species can 

compare with this. 

Noble fir appears to become more intolerant toward middle life, 

being best adapted to the mixed stand in which it is able to dominate 

the other species. Its best development comos in competition with 

similar-growing Douglas-fir. Seedling height-growth in noble fir is 

slower than in either Douglas-fir or western hemlock, but noble fir soon 

catches up in adolescence and in young-maturity passes and dominates 

the other two species (11). 

Data on the longevity of noble fir is ].inuited, but the tree is no 

doubt quite long-lived, excelling all other true firs in this respect. 

Normal trees from 20 to 30 inches in diameter are usually from 290 to 

365 years old. Very large trees have been observed, apparently thrifty, 

which are 600 years old. Over-maturity is probably reached at about 

350 years (27). 

About 1920 Hanzlik (ii) made quite extensive growth studios of 

noble fir on the west slope of Larch Mountain, Oregon, located in the 

region of best development of the species. The data for old-growth 

mature stands viere collected over an area of gentle contours between 

altitudes of 3,000 and 3,500 feet. The soil was a deep clayey to 
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sandy loam with rock and gravel sub-soil. Annual precipitation here amount- 

ed to 80 to loo inches, much 5n the fern of snow, with little temperature 

extreniøs. A typical old-grovth noble fir stand, the area was considered 

to be Site III for Douglas-fir, which is the best site in noble fir. 

Trees averaged 200 feet tall and ) feet in diameter, with the 

dominant trees averaging over LO0 years old. In association with the 

noble fir was Douglas-fir, western hemlock, western red cedar, and 

Pacific silver fir. Noble-fir and Douglas-fir were dominant as the mature, 

even-age overstory with hemlock forming most of the uridorstory. In 

number of stems the stand consisted of 20 per cent noble fir, 20 per cent 

Douglas-fir, and 60 per cent hemlock; on the basis of volume noble fir 

accounted for )6 per cent of the stand, Douglas-fir for 2L. per cent, aM 

hemlock for 30 per cent. The croun canopy was heavy, rated at 0.8 and 

0.9. Few ture trees had fallen out of the canopy and little under- 

brush vas found to be present. Ilanzlik found seedling heidi-it in noble 

fir to be inferior to that of both Douglas-fir and vrostern hemlock of the 

saine age. For instance, from Table 3 it may be seen that noble fir takes 

li years to attain breast height (L5 feet), vthereas western hemlock in 

the sanie stand took 7 years and Douglas-fir required 6 years to reach 

this height. But in noble fir the average annual height grorth 

continues to increase until at the pole stage and early maturity it is 

equal or superior in height to that of its associates. Upon maturity, 

total heights in practically every instance of the dominants and co- 

dominants were equal to or greater than those of other species. In 

these stands maximum height was found to be 215 feet. 

In diameter growth noble fir fares very well in comparison 

with its associates. The most rapid growth occurs between the ages of 
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20 and 50 years, during which time the average annual diameter growth may 

range between one-quarter and two-fifths of an inch on Larch Mountain, as 

shown in Table !.. 

Volume and Yields. In sawlo sizes noble fir yields greater 

volumes per given diameter than any of its associates. From Tables 5 and 

6 it will be seen that noble fir yields from 50 to 75 per cent more per 

treo of the same size than either Douglas-fir or western hemlock. It 

will be noticed that noble fir computations for these figures were based 

upon use to a 15-inch top, compared with use to a 10-inch top in Douglas- 

fir and to an 8-inch top in western hemlock. Tables nade up for local 

volume of stands ori. Lry's Peak (Table 8) in the Oregon Coast Range bear 

out Hanz].ik's findings on this. This superior yield is prinrily due to 

the thin bark and slight, even taper of noble fir trees, with the 

resulting very cylindrical shape of logs. Hanzlik estimates that the 

only comparable Northwest species in this instance would be western 

white pine, Pinus monticola. In noble fir the bark is rarely over 2 

inches thick, averaging l inches on the old-growth stuni.p. For the same 

diameter (outside bark) a Douglas-fir tree i.y have bark from L. to 8 

inches thick. Though hemlock has bark no thicker than that of noble fir 

this species lacks the exceptionally cylindrical bole of noble fir. 

The hemlock has a much greater taper and lesser average height per 

diameter class. Graphs in. FigreS),t7in the appendix illustrato the 

relativo bark-thicknesses of noble fir and its associates on the L.rch 

Mountain study. 

Growth abnormalities. Little evidence of growth-retardation of 

njor importance has been found in noble fir in the nature of false or 

incomplete rings. Growth rings are notably even and regular, with little 
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year-to-year variation. Lack of compression wood and ring-variation most 

likely may be traced to the upright, synetrical growth of noble fir 
and its high resistance to snovjbreak, even in the very young stages. 

Only a small proportion of crooked, leaning, or sweeping boles are to be 

found in noble fir stands. The insect-caused abnormalities are usually 

minor in character. 

Agencies of Deterioration 

Insects. Little extensive investigation has been made on the 

insect enemies of noble fir, but the tree has been found t0 be relatively 
free of insects. Only a very few insects cause any appreciable damage 

to standing noble fir at present, though many enemies of other true firs 
may be capable of attacking noble fir also. 

Probably the best 1ciom and most damaging insect attacking noble 

fir is the noble fir bark beetle, Pseudohylesinus nobilis, one of the 

family Scolytidae (Lt). Found in Oregon and washington this beetle causes 

sonic damage to the cambium and irmor bark. It is an oval, scaly, 

variegated insect about an. eighth of an inch long. Conaratively rare, 
it breeds principally in dying and weakened specimens, although it has 

been lmovin to attack perfectly healthy trees also, The adults enter 

the tree through the bark near the base or through exposed roots and 

work in pairs to construct sinmetrica1, two-branched galleries. The 

larvae upon hatching extend the galleries parallel to the grain, above 

and below the egg chamber. One generation develops per year in the 

high altitude of noble fir, This insect is barely distinct from 

P. grandis, the grand fir bark beetle, but is stouter. It does not 

boro into the wood. 

Another insect, belonging to the family of beetles knovn as the 

Buprestidac, is Melanophile. drwnrnondi, which mines the cambiurn and 



and inner bark, usually in the tops of noble fir (L). This beetle is 

about one-eighth inch long and a dark brovnish bronze in color, marked 

with three or four small yellow spots on the wing-covers. There are 

three longitudinal ridges on each wing-cover. The species attacks many 

other trees, also, killing many and causing defects to form in the wood, 

principally gumspot. 

A fly 1aiovn as the fir seed chalcid, Megastigmus pinus, attacks 

the cones of noble fir (7). The adult bores into the cone to lay its 

eggs and the laxae eat their way into the seeds to destroy the enryo. 

The adult is about a sixth of an inch long and black with orange markings. 

It is more comaon in other species of Abies, especially A. concolor. 

Another typo of fly attacking noble fir is the hemlock bark maggot, 

Chi].osia alaskensis, or a very near relative, possible C.hoodiana (7). 

The larval life is spent in the cambium of the living tree, the work 

resulting in a peculiar defect biovn as "black check". The eggs are 

deposited in old wounds caused by other insects or some other wound. 

The larva continues to work for three to five years on the growing 

canibiuni tissue, enlarging the previous vound as it grows. The entrance 

hole never enlarges, but the maggot often enlarges a chamber inside the 

bark to an inch or more in diameter. Upon pubation the larva leaves 

and the wound heals over, resulting in a purple-black pocket or streak 

along the grain by distorting the growth rings. 

A species of louse, known as the wooly twig louse, Adelges 

piceae, attacks the terminal twigs of noble fir, forming galls or 

distorted growths on the limbs and twigs (19). The swelling usually 

forms about the bud, leaving it in e. depression and making the twigs 

appear to end in a solid knob. The limbs may become quite gtiarled 
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upon further increase in size. 

Fungi. Fungus infection of younger stands of noble fir is fairly 

limited, but in the overinture trees a great loss occurs from decay. 

Baxter (i) groups the western firs together to estiiriate the average cull 

from decay in standing tier as 18 per cent. Noble fir is one of the 

species under this average, and perhaps the lovst of the group. In 

noble fir as in the other balsam firs the greatest loss is due to the 

stringy brovn rot or Indian paint fungus, Echinodontium tinctorium. 

Other fungi causing decay are the velvet-top fungus, Polyporus schwienitzii 

and the sulphur fungus, Plyporus sulphureous. The extent of disease in 

noble fir varies with the site, as in other species, but most stands 

through the young-mature and nature age-classes are fairly free of 

disease. However, overn.thre specimens appear to go to pieces more 

quickly than Douglas-fir in the same age class. On the Larch Mountain 

study (11) considerable defect was found in the noble fir, necessitating 

the culling of nny butt logs, many of which were hollow on the mp. 

The rot appeared to run from 10 to 30 feet up into the trees. Much 

shake vas present in the trees, presunb1y due to the influence of the 

rot, which causes the rings to separate in the early stages. This was 

due to the Indian paint fungus. 

The decay caused byEchinodontiuxn tinctoriuln(1)1) is a typical 

trunk rot extending high up into the bole and at timos infecting the 

larger roots and branches. The conks are hoof-shaped and perennial, 

renining on the tree several years. The top is dark brown or black, 

but the context is always a brick red. The sport-producing lower 

surface is usually covered with hard, spiny teeth, except in very 

young conks, and are white or gray in color. 



Conics are always indications that tho rot has reached the advanced 

stases, perhaps extending n.ny feet from the extern1 indicator. On old 

trees the conks n.y have died and fallen from the trunk, but punk imots 

with a reddish tinge of the rot are aids in detection of its presence. 

Conks almost always appear on old branch stubs or knots, and leave 

evidence of their presence after falling off in. the distortion of the bark 

growing around the conks. 

A hollow, punky sound resulting vvhen the trunk is tapped upon 

indicates decay by this fungus. Nunerous injuries and old wounds will 

almost always indicate decay, as will large, persistent dead branchez. 

Because the relative intolerance of noble fir results in the natural 

pruning of the bole at an early age, this source of infection is usually 

absent in the species. 

The incipient or hidden stage of decay shows little or no dis- 

coloration and develops from one to five feet ahead of the faintest 

discolored wood. In freshly-cut logs this stage appears as a dark- 

colored water-soak area in the heart, but this disappears upon drying 

out of the log. Other than this, the first recognizable si of early 

decay appears as a softening of the vod together with a faint tan or 

yellowish discoloration. The late stage of the rot is reddish-brown 

or rust in color with white patches, and the wood becomes soft and 

stringy with a tendency to separate along the annual rings. 

A group of fir-fern rusts (1)4 attack the needles of noble fir 

and other Able s, anong which is Uredinopsis mirabilis. The O and I 

stages of this rust (Peridermium basameuin) are found on the current 

season's needles and the II, III, and IV stages develop on the various 

species of Filicales or ferns. Long white peridia are produced on the 
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neodles of the fir, ivin then a whitish appearance. This and other rusts 

of noble fir are of little inportance. 

Another closely-related fir-fern rust in Uredinopsis pteridis. The 

O and I stages (Peridernium pseudobalsameuni) are found on the one-year old 

needles of Abies, with the other stages on fern. 

The O and I stages of Melaxnpsorella elatina (Periclermi.um elatinun) 

occur on the current season's needles of the tree and the II, III, and IV 

stages occur on the leaves of several Caryophyllaceous plants. A 

characteristic brooming of the tips and branches results fron this infec- 

tion, and the mycelia are perennial, as in all of these rusts. 

The rust Pucciniastrurn postulatum has its O and I stages on the 

current seasonts needles of the Abies and the other stages on the leaves 

of the rosettes (Epilobiuin spp.). 

The rust Calyptosporus cluminaris is a rust with the alternate 

stages on the species of Vacciniuni, or huckleberry, and the O and I 

stages on noble fir and other true firs. Though unimportant on the 

firs, the rust caused considerable daniage to the huckleberry. 

Baxter (i) describes the fungus (Rebmiellopsis bohemica) 

as occurring on the leaves and stems of several firs, including Abies 

procera. The young trees are sometimes quite severely attacked and the 

badly-infected shoots die early. The succulent young needles are 

attacked early in the spring and shrivel rapidly, turning brown or black 

and hanging on the branches for about a yoar. The lower branches of 

old trees are also attacked. 

A disease of the snow-regions of little importance to noble fir 

but which does attack it is the brown-felt fungus, Herpotrechia 

nigra (iL1). The dense, brown felty or cobweblike layers of rcolium 



grow over the foliage and cause the death of leaves and twigs br smother- 

Ing and parasitic action. This disease develops on seedlings and lower 

branches of older trees that are covered with snow which maintains fairly 

high temperatures around the foliage. This occurs hen the snow is deep 

and the ground is not frozen beneath it. 
The Weather, Daige due to the elements is not heavy In Abies 

procera. With a mederately deep and spreading root system, noble fir is 

not subject to serious windfall, though stands open up by cutting may be 

affected somewhat. Exposure, heat and drought Injury are unimportant in 

the range of noble fir due to the relatively moist, cool climate it 
thrives in. At lower altitudes in the extremes of its range or vthen 

planted at lower altitudes outside its range this may become an important 

factor. 

Winter injury due to frost and cold temperatures are apparently of 

little consequence except in unusual years, because it is a high-altitude 

type. But in young, thin-barked trees frost cracks may occur, as 

evidenced by long, black scars reseithling lightning strikes along the 

bark of soma trees. Apparently these bark-cracks cause little injury 

and do not enter the wood. 

it is evident that noble fir is highly-resistant to wind-break 

and snow-break, due partly to its adaptation to the climate and its 

slower, stouter growth. In the same area Douglas-fir is highly subject 

to snow-break, especially above 3,000 feet, where up to 50 per cent of 

that species in young stands may be lost from snow-break. Little 

injury is proven by the small number of distorted growths in noble fir 

as compared with its associates; few bent trees and curved trunks are 

found in the noble fir stand. Similarly, lack of ice and glaze damage 
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is probably due to the same qualities of growth, though this type of danage 

is only corrnon at lower altitudes. 

Fire Daiage. Due to its having comparatively thin bark, noble fir 

is quite easily damaged by fire. But except for lightning fires, this 

type of damage is not serious throughout the range of the tree. Its 

preference for moist, cool sites, where drying-out of fuel and low 

humiditos are rare, coupled with its relativo isolation from man, makes 

this type of damage of little importance at present. 



11ANAGE1T OF NOBIE FIR STANDS 

Silvicultural Methods 

Past Practices. Until the var in 19L]. the silvicultural practico 

vas to convert noble fir stands to Douglas-fir where the tro occurred in 

mixture. It is true that few stands in the higher elevations vere reach- 

ed and noble fir vas not cut in an,r great quantity, but the species was 

generally scorned for its nnagement possibilities. But with the der.nd 

for aircraft lumber during World War II more biovtledge was gained about 

the tree and an appreciation gained of its possibilities. From a 

stumpago price of ).5O to l.00 prier to 19)41, the bidding for stuinpago 

has risen to an average of lO.00 per M at present, with one recent sale 

on the Mt. Hood National Forest being nade for 2l.5O per M. 

Current Practices and Trends. In the Mt. Hood and Columbia 

National Forests, where noble fir roaches its n.xixnum development and 

cornorcia1 importance, the plan is now to encourage noble fir in all 

areas logged in its range. Planting, if necessary, is being resorted 

to where the site appears favorable in order to re-establish it on 

logged-off areas or expand the type on favorable sites where it does not 

now occur to replace less-valuable species. 

In the Columbia National Forest ìny areas of noble fir are novr 

being opened up, bringing the nnagement of that tree into greater 

importance. The trend is now toward planting noble fir above 3,000 

feet in preference to other species. In n-iy areas in its range where 

noble fir is now totally absent, clear-cutting done will be replanted 

to establish this species. Where present, reproduction is being 

greatly encouraged. 



With nst of the noble fir in scattered groups or as individual 

trees, the stands can only be converted by favoring noble fir in cutting. 

Few large pure stands now exist and thus large pure stands in the future 

are unlikely, but it is hoped that the percentage of noble fir in the 

high-elevation stands n.y be increased. 

This is especially difficult when western hemlock is an associate 

of noble fir in the stand. Here, out of its natural element, hemlock is 

of poor quality, but nevertheless it is a very prolific seeder and a 

hardy competitor. One difficulty here is that the poor-quality hemlock 

is unprofitable to cut and many culls aro by necessity left standing, 

resulting in heavy hemlock reproduction. The aggressive, to'erant hemlock 

also tends to take over the stand as the mature noble fir reaches the 

climax stage. This is evident from Tables and from lianslik (ii), showing 

the large nuxrer of small hemlocks in the understory gradually taking 

over the stand. 

ny other less-valuable trees aro nre prolific than noble fir, 
tending to crowd it and. other valuable species such as white pine out of 

the now stand by sheer weight of nwers and by scattering seeds much 

further from the parent tree. To secure reproduction of heavy-seeded 

noble fir in the new stand a large enough nuriber of seed trees in close 

proximity to the cut area must be left. Proper cutting methods can 

eliminate possession of the area by less-valuable species. 

Recommended Cutting Methods. At the lower elevations in mixture 

with Douglas-fir and western hemlock, noble fir is probably best 

adapted to clear-cutting with scattered seed-trees or with seeding from 

the side by the use of staggered settings or the strip system. Openings 

should be large enough to secure good overhead light for reproduction 

of intolerant noble fir. At the upper elevations, where the tirithor is 



Figure8 
Raft of Noble-Fir Lo{s 
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of special value for watershed protection, cutting in sxl1 groups will 

give most satisfactory results. If a selection system is practiced on 

these higher slopes to protect the site fron exposure, a relatively 

heavy cut must be taken to open the stand sufficiently for production 

and enough of this species left in the overstory for adequate seeding. 

Results by this system may not prove satisfactory, however. 

Cutting should take place in the spring if possible, which in- 

suros a good seed crop on the ground for germination and adequate re- 

stocking. Removing the old-growth as soon as possible will eliminate 

much rot and shake deduction. Overmaturity may be said to be reached 

at about 300 years, but stands reach sawlogs size and may be considered 

maturo at from 100 to 150 years. Rotation on this age-basis would 

probably be best for sawlog production and disease prevention. 

Igging Noble Fir 

Methods and Costs. Noble fir is adapted to the standard logging 

methods used for any other species in the Douglas-fir region. 

Inaccessibility, rough topography, and a high amount of rot in overmature 

stands are the principal difficulties besetting loggers of noble fir. 

Log prices are no doubt substantially increased by the comparatively 

long haul to mill or log-dump from the higher mountain regions. Often 

extensive road-building is necessary to reach inaccessible stands and 

costs are increased by the rugged topography encountered. Here, too, 

the logging season is limited to the seven or eight months of the year 

that areas are free of snow at these high altitudes. 

Deductions. Rough topography and defect tend to cause high 

breakage in felling and large deductions for rot in over-mature noble 

fir stands. On Larch Mountain this has been born out by the need for 
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culling many butt logs due to Echinodontiuintinctorium. Here deth.xctions 

for breakage and rot has been estimated at 20 to LO per cent of the 

cruise vo].ue Of the stand. In areas of younger tiier and re gentle 

terrain, however, the deduction may be negligible. 

Log Grades. Noble fir logs are now graded in four classes: 

peeler, #1, 7&2, and 3 sawlogs, on exactly the same basis as western 

hetnlock logs,as shown by Table 10. A higher percentage of peelers and 4i 

sawlogs is to be expected froìa noble fir, however, due to the large 

nuriber of clear, knot-free, cylindrical logs produced in the average treo. 

As shown in Table 5, the volunie of noble fir logs is much higher than iogs 

of other species of equal diameter. To illustrate the high-quality log 

production of noble fir it ny be said that one raft from the Consolidated 

Timber Company, taken from the Coast Range of Oregon and measuring L19 M 

board feet, 81 M or 18 per cent was of aero grado; 179 M or L0 por cent 

was of peeler grade; )49 M or il per cent was of nuer 1 sawlog grade; 

103 LI or 23 per cent was of nuithor two sawlog grade; and only 20 M or 

6 per cent was of number three sawlog grade. This, however, was during 

the war, when "aero" grade logs were in demand. 

"Aera" or aircraft grade logs have been abolished from the log 

market since l9Lt.5. They were but specially-selected peeler and and 

r1I sawlogs which would et the requfrenents for high quality and high 

quantity of aircraft luither, to meet special strength and lightness 

requirements in aircraft construction. The special rules applied to 

aircraft logs were: grain-slope not over 1:15; size -- at least 16 

feet long and inches in top diameter; clear lwior production to be 

estimated at at least 50 per cent of the net scale; rings -- 8 or more 

to the inch; free of deep defects; and no "sinker" logs permitted. 
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To also illustrate yields of high-grade logs from noble fir, the 

figures in Table il may be cited. This table indicates the yields from 

three timber sales in the connercial noble fir region of the southern 

'fashington Cascade Mountains. 

Area number one is a fairly typical Douglas-fir -- western hemlock 

site with altitude from 2,000 to 3,500 feet. It may be seen that Douglas- 

f ir and western hemlock comprise 81 per cent of the stand, with noble fir 

and silver fir limited to scattered stands and individual trees in the 

most part. Percentages show that from this area noble fir produced 33 

per cent of its volume as peeler-stock in comparison with 2L per cent 

of peelers from Douglas-fir and - of i per cent peelers from hemlock. 

Also, noble fir produced only about 8 per cent number 3 sawlogs from its 

total volume, whereas Douglas-fir of approximately the same age and size 

produced 25 per cent of these low-grade logs, western hemlock 244 per cent, 

and Pacific silver fir, 3)4 per cent. 

On sale area number two, which was in more typical noble fir sites 

of from 2,500 to L,50O feet, the cruise shows a higher percentage of 

peelers from noble fir. Hemlock produced less than i per cent peelers, 

but over 70 per cent number 3 sawlogs. Douglas-fir produced 17 per cent 

peelors and 147 por cent number 3 sawlogs, and silver fir produced no 

peelers an1 60 per cent number 3 sawlogs. On this same area noble fir 

showed 21 per cent peeler logs and 31 per cent number 3 sawlogs. But 

in this area a large part of the noble fir and silver fir was second- 

growth timber, and. most of the low-grade logs were due to small sizes 

and not duo to defect. 

On the local volume table for this area, the noble fir table 

shows a higher yield per diameter-class than its associates. This 

timber was typically maturo, with sizes from 36 to 50 inches d.b.h. 
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being general. Defect was generally calculated to be fron 20 to )40 por 

cent of the stand, but noble fir was rated at 19 per cent deduction from 

gross. 

Qn area number three, at elevations strictly in the Douglas-fir 

typo of Sites I, II and III from 2,500 to 2,700 feet, yields per 

diameter-class continue to rank noble fir very high. This area was 

clear-cut in staggered-settings, giving a true sample of the stand for 

scaling records. In this area Douglas-fir ran 59 per cent peeler logs 

and 12 per cent number 3 sawlogs and noble fir produced 58 per cent 

peolers and 9 per cent sawlogs of number 3 grade. Here hemlock and 

silver fir were less than 10 per cent peelable and over L10 per cent of 

both species were classed as number 3 grade. 

Thus these figures seem to substantiate claims that noble fir 

almost always runs to a higher percentage of peelers and high-grade 

sawlogs and fewer low-grade logs than its associates under optimum 

growing conditions. 

Log Production. Log production has varied considerably over the 

past 6 or 7 years, generally with the war dennd for aircraft lumber, 

with the year l9L3 showing the greatest production. The abolishing of 

the aircraft grade in noble fir for a period during l9)4 greatly 

curtailed the production of noble fir, but upon re-establishment of the 

grade in November l9hL the production climbed almost to previous 

levels (See Table 12). 

Log prices were fixed by the government on noble fir in September 

l9L3, changing three times between then and January l9L7, when price- 

controls were released. Since release of price-controls the value of 

noble fir peeler logs on the market has increased about 25 per cent, but 
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the other grades have not increased proportionately. Reference to Table 13 

will indicate the log prices of noble fir over the past six years. 

Since l9L15, log production, although not up to the peak produc- 

tion of wartime, has continued to hold well, and noble fir lias consistently 

averaged about i per cent of the total scale on the Coluiibia River. 

Cutting has apparently been balanced by growth, and little niore production 

than this can be expected unless the range is extended and the future 

volume of stands increased. Comparatively, noble fir is a minor species, 

but one which will den.nd greater attention in the future. 



F}T II 

UTILIZATION 
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TI PROPIRTIES OF NOBI FIR WOOD 

Identifying Characteristics 

Structure (3). The wood of noble fir is somewhat coarse-textured, 

though quite even-textured, and the transition from spring to sunnerwood 

is gradual, Though there is comparatively little difference in hardness 

between the parts of the annual rings, the sirwood zone is distinct to 

the naked eye. Nornially, rosin ducts are not present, but as in the 

other firs, trauiiiatic ducts, due to injury, nr be fairly numerous at 

times. They are arranged in tangential rows in the rings, several ducts 

wide and may appear as dark streaks along the grain. 

Noble fir is very uniform in cell-structure, which gives the wood 

its even texture. Though the springwood is usually much wider than the 

swrmerwood, the annual rings are generally quite narrow and even with 

from 6 to 16 rings to the inch. This results in a fine-grained wood. 

Under the micro scope the rays of noble fir may be seen to lack 

ray-tracheids, as do all the true firs, and thus it cannot be distin- 

guished by this means or any other structural characteristics from the 

other firs. But this lack of ray-tracheids is perhaps the one way that 

noble fir may definitely be distinguished from the wood of vstern 

hemlock, as hemlock always contains marginal ray-tracheids. In hemlock, 

too, there is generally a more distinct difference beeen springwood 

and surnmerwcod in color and in hardness than in the firs. Under a 

magnifying glass the wood of noble fir usually appears more coarse in 

cell-structure for the sanie growth rate than hemlock and the texture 

is more even throughout. Western hemlock varies greatly as to the 

width of rings, whereas noble fir is noted for the even growth and 
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3iika Spruce Doup: la s -f i r 

Western Hemlock Noble Fir 
Figure 9 

Photoniicrographs showing cell-structure and 
spring-to summerwood gradation of four cnif ers. 
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concentric rings of its vood. From Figure 9 it ny be seen that the summer- 

wood of western hemlock is riuch moro distinct and dense than that of noble 

fir. Though similar to Sitka spruce, noble fir ry be distinguished at 

once from the spruce by the absence of resin ducts (normal), which are 

very common in spruce wood. 

Properties useful in identification. The wood of noble fir is 

fairly light in ig}it (approximately .35 sp. gr.) and moderately soft 

so as to be easily worked and cut. It is whitish-cream with a pinkish 

or lavender hue closely resembling that of western hemlock. Noble fir 

fl.y often have a bluish cast to the outer heartvood. The springwood is 

more light in color, gradually shading into the more pinkish or lavender 

summerwood. Sometimes the wood iy appear yellowish, closely resembling 

the other firs moro than hemlock. The sapwood and heartvrood are often 

barely distinguishable from each other, and the durability of both is 

similar. 

Though the wood of noble fir is often confused with that of both 

true firs and western hemlock, the resemblance to hemlock is more 

striking, particularly in color. Noble fir is generally softer than 

hemlock, the hemlock appearing moro brash and brittle under tools duo 

to the difference in density between the springwood and sunmierwood in 

hemlock. Black streak and "bark-pocketst' are much more frequent, how- 

ever, in the wood of western hemlock. 

The other firs may often be distinguished from noble fir by 

their lacking the lavender tinge characteristic of noble fir. These 

woods appear more whitish or cream-colored, but this is not to be 

relied upon. A greenish or grayish cast to the suxnmervïood is notice- 

able on the tangential surface of some samples of white fir and silver 
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fir, which is often helpful in identification. 

As for the term larch" often applied to noble fir, there is no 

basis for the term as far as the resemblance of the wood is concerned. 

The two species cannot possibly be confused, as to color, weight, hard- 

ness, or any other property. 

Physical Properties 

Working properties. The wood of noble fir is moderately soft, more 

or less comparable to the true firs, hemlocks, and ponderosa pine. It is 

much softer than Douglas-fir and a bit harder than sugar and white pine. 

It is very easily worked and chined due to the even texture, and being 

rather soft does not withstand marring, abrasion, or denting very well. 

The hardness, however, is relatively uniform throughout the wood, and 

thus the wood wears evenly, is easily shaped and does not deflect tools 

in machining due to the difference between springwood and suirmerwood. 

The even growth and lack of defects cause the wood to be classed as 

straight-grained. 

The wood saws, cuts, and shapes well due to a combination of 

softness and uniform texture, being much better in tuis respect than 

Douglas-fir and not quite as good as the soft pines. Due to the soft- 

ness of the wood it is not easily smooth-sanded, tending to fuzz more 

than harder woods. Also, when dressed green in the planer, the wood 

tends to fuzz and often clog-up nchines if the imives are not well- 

sharpened. The knots are much softer when green than when dry and 

often interfere with the working properties of the wood, but when 

green they do not greatly hinder peeling on the lathe for veneer. When 

peeled, the wood produces a very smooth veneer, but over-mature iogs 

tend to flake and scale in the lathe due bo chock and shake defects, 
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but the veneer tends to crack very little on the back side coared with 

Douglas-fir and harder woods. The lack of resins and mineral substances 

in noble fir makes n.intenance of machinery somewhat easier. 

Grain-raise in noble fir is a minor factor, due to the lack of 

denso summerwood, and weathering has less of an effect on it. This 

factor, however, does not suit the wood to decorative uses, due to the 

lack of figure in the grain and contrasts produced by stains. But it 
does have little tendency to warp and split and change dimensions when 

used for exacting purposes. The average weight of noble fir is 26 

pounds per cubic foot, about the same weight as Sitka spruce and a little 
lighter than hemlock. 

Noble fir shows poor durability in contact with the soil, being 

placed in the class of woods poorest in this property along with the 

other firs, hemlocks, and cottonwood. In addition, the wood is classed 

as difficult to treat in the heartwood and as moderately difficult to 

treat in the sapwood, according to Koohier (20), which places the 

hearlwood with Douglas-fir, western larch, and western yew in regards 

to this property. There seems to be little explanation for this, as 

noble fir is free of extractives in the cell-cavity. When preserved, 

hovver, noble fir is as entirely suitable in. contact with the soi], as 

any other species and will take treatment with all preservativos in 

conmion use today. 

In ease of nailing, noble fir is placed in. the highest class, 

splitting very little when nailed, hut poor in ability to hold nails 

fast. The even texture and softness allow the nails to be driven 

easily without deflection or splitting of the wood, which are 

iinports.nt factors in the use of noble fir. However, this property is 

not a measure of the ease of cleavage of the wood, as in splitting with 
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an ax In the softer woods the cells tend to crush under the nail rather 

than separate as in harder woods, and therefore the harder woods tend to 

split more in nailing, though they are stronger in ability to resist 

tension-splitting. 

The nail-holding capacity of a wood is generally proportional to 

the specific gravity of the wood and its consequent hardness. If nailed 

when wet wood tends to hold nails moro poorly than if nailed when dry, 

as the nails loosen as the wood dries out. Specific nail-holding tests 

have never been made upon noble fir, but these would no doubt be similar 

to those made upon white fir. 

Noble fir ranks with the other true firs and soft pines in the 

class of woods easiest to glue, being above most soft-woods in this 

respect. Failures in tests with various glues almost always occur in 

the wood, showing a high-strength bond of glue to 'wood. The wood may be 

easily glued under a variety of conditions. Tests made on various 

species used in aircraft construction showed noble fir to develop a 

shear strength of iLoo pounds per square inch with casein glue and 1650 

pounds with cold-setting urea-resin glues. Wood-failure in all 

instances was greater than 98, tests being made upon specimens of mixed 

heartwood and saperood. 

The wood, being of light density, takes comparatively little 

pressure in gluing than used with heavier, harder woods. Noble fir 

falls in the class of woods requiring from lOO to 150 pounds per square 

inch pressure in gluing, above which crushing of the cells may occur. 

In paint-holding and finishing properties noble fir ranks very 

high, as shovai by Table 32. It is superior to Douglas-fir and ranks 

just below cedars and redwood in this respect. In this quality it is 



comparable to western hemlock and ponderosa pine. Being non-resinous, 

noble fir does not produce exudations to bleed through paint surfaces 

or other finishes, pitch-pockets being entirely absent. Knots of noble 

fir hold paint almost as well as the clear wood, and little special 

attention need be paid to them in painting. 

Most paint-failure occurs in the flaking of paint from the surner- 

wood. Repainting of wood varies greatly with exposure and climate and 

the quality of the paint in addition to the grain of the wood. Suxnrrier- 

wood is not very pronounced in noble fir, the oven texture tending to 

give the wood good painting qualities. However, edge-grain paints much 

better than flat-grain in noble fir as with other species, and as the 

grain is not pronounced, coverage is not difficult. Grain-raise may 

occur from the springback of harder summervrood being pressed into the 

soft springwood in manufacture or from the more rapid weathering of softer 

springwood upon exposure. The even texture of noble fir tends to prevent 

both of these factors. 

The wood has a definite tendency to weather-check upon exposure, 

and prompt repainting should be done when this occurs. The species 

takes natural finishes well, except for the fact that it is not 

especially rich in color or figure to be enhanced by finishes. Finishes 

and enamels on interior work hold up very well, but noble fir will not 

hold paint any better than other woods when painted wet. 

Seasoning properties. Noble fir is not especially difficult to 

dry, but requires a relatively long drying period when green due to the 

high initial moisture content. The moisture-content is often over 100 

per cent in fresh-cut lumber from the heartwood and localized water- 

pockets may be found in noble fir, though not to the extent as in other 
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true firs. This is called wet-streak, and iiy possibly be due to the 

presence of the incipient stages of Indian Paint-fungus, Echino- 

dontium tinctorium, of which streaks such as these are often the only 

indication. 

As noble fir contains much more viater in the cell-cavities than 

nany woods of comparable weight, the species must dry considerably longer 

before shrinkage starts. The high moisture-content n.y in part be due 

to a large-size cell, allowing more water in the space per volume of wood. 

This condition sometimes produces exceptionally heavy logs hich do not 

float, terd sinkers, as in redwood and western red cedar. From Table 27 

it rty be shown that firs contain a much greater percentage of vater in 

the heartwood when green than other conifers, although the sapwood 

moisture-content ny be about the same. 

However, noble fir and white fir rank in the class of wood easiest 

to kiln-dry, and high in ability to stay ih placo and keep their dirnen- 

sions when once dried. But noble fir is rather high in shrinkage, shrink- 

Ing an excessive amount for its density. From Table 28 comparisons may 

be made with other species of equal and greater density. It will be 

seen that noble fir shrinks an average of 9.L in volume, 3.)4 in radial 

dimensions, and 6.27 in tangential dimensions, more than any of the 

species compared except Douglas-fir. 

This high shrinkage accounts for much of the end-checking and 

shake that occurs in drying noble fir, these defects being primarily 

due to the great differences in tangential and radial shrinkage of the 

species. For instance, volumetric shrinkage of noble fir is greater 

than that in Douglas-fir, white fir, Sitka spruce, and western hemlock, 

all of which it is equal to or below in weight. Tangential shrinkage 

is quite a bit greater, also, than that in the other species compared, 



but radial shrinkage is approxirtely the same. This results in internal 

stresses being set up by the disproportionate drying of exterior and 

interior of the piece. It is suggested that the shake caused in drying 

noble fir ray also be due to the weakening of the weod in this plane by 

the invisible stage of Indian paint fungus, which causes a ring- 

separation in the later stages of development. Also, as the wood has a 

low cleavage-factor, it is understandable that the wood should split 

easily upon drying. This is very noticeable in veneer-drying. Thus 

surface and end-checking and shake are the principal drying defects in 

noble fir, usually brought about by the rapid surface-drying and slow 

drying of the water-soaked interior by improper methods. 

Loose 1ots are not an important factor in degrade, and though 

they tend to chock knots usually remain tight in the boards. Warp and 

cup are not serious in this wood when it is properly dried because of 

the small amount of defect and high proportion of straight grain in 

noble fir. Practically all softwoods, however, show less end and 

surface checking than the true firs, but in these species stain, 

collapse, and honeycorhing are relatively rare and they are quicker 

and easier to dry than redwood and western redcedar. 

Noble fir's capacity to stay in place when once seasoned to 

a low finished ioisthre-content is relatively good. This property 

depends upon its shrinkage and tendency to warm, the shrinking causing 

a change in dimensions and arping a change in shape. Warping is caused 

by Imots and grain deviation, cross-grain, shrinkage differences bereen 

dimensions, and unequal shrinkage of heartviood, sapwood and compression- 

wood. These tendencies are all low in noble fir with the exception of 

the shrinkage, which is offset to a certain extent by its other good 

qualities. The amounts of cross-grain, defects, and compressionwood are 



low in noble fir. 

As with practically all other woods, noble fir is subject to sap- 

stains, though not as susceptible in this instance as niany other soft- 

woods. These stains are largely due to improper drying conditions and 

niay be controlled, as may be surface molds which may collect during the 

drying process. 

Strength properties. Noble fir has long been classed with other 

true firs as being weak in strength properties on the basis of tests 

with clear sarples of wood. But without further investigation of these 

properties, this classification maybe called unjust. In reality the 

wood has a very high strength-to-weight ratio, comparable to that of 

Sitka spruce, and during World War II noble fir was used interchange- 

ably with spruce in aircraft construction without changing design 

specifications. 

In comparative strength values, however, noble fir is classed as 

moderately weak in bending and compression, moderately low in shock- 

resistance, and moderately high in stiffness. The density of noble fir 

is not great, usually varying from .33 to .39, and as the density of a 

species is usually indicative of its strength, noble fir cannot be 

expected to have high strength values. But the strength-weight ratio 

is high, as indicated by Table 21, which shows the specific strength 

of several woods (i.e. the strength values in relation to the specific 

gravity.) Noble fir, from the values of test made by the Forest Products 

Laboratory on clear samples (23) (21), ranks above western hemlock, 

Douglas-fir, Sitka spruce and white fir for specific static-bending 

and impact-bending. Only Douglas-fir outranks it in specific strength 

of compression parallel to the grain. 

But even upon a straight strength basis noble fir is not to be 
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ignored as it compares favorably in many respects with higher-density 

species. The static-bending strength of 6600 pounds per square inch 

compares well with that of 6800 for western hemlock and 6700 for Sitka 

spruce, both higher-density species. The impact-bending stress to pro- 

portional limit of 11,200 pounds compares well to that of Sitka spruce 

with ll,hOO. In compression parallel to the grain the value for noble 

fir of L960 pounds is above that for spruce and white fir, but does not 

compare with hemlock and Douglas-fir. 

In compression perpendicular to the grain it may be seen from 

Tables 16 and 17 that noble fir is rather low in this respect, above only 

white fir. In hardness it ranks below all the species compared in the 

table, noble fir being noted for its softness and texture. In shear- 

strength parallel to the grain noble fir ranks low, as well as in 

splitting- resistance (tension perpendicular to the grain). But in 

tension parallel to the grain noble fir is second only to Douglas-fir 

when air-dry (23). The ultimate tensile-strength parallel to the grain 

of dry noble fir is around 13,000 pounds per square inch. 

Comparative figures (2L1.) for the various species show noble fir 

to be above white fir, Abies concolor, and the average of the five most 

common true firs in bending, compression parallel to the grain, stiff- 

ness and shock-resistance, but below thorn in hardness. It is inferior 

to Sitka spruce and hemlock in shock-resistance to some extent. 

Exhaustive tests made by the Forest Products Laboratory with species 

used in aircraft construction (8) showed noble fir to be very comparable 

to hemlock. See Tables 16, 17, 18, and 19. 

But in use with large size pieces noble fir may compare even 

more favorably than with values for small clear samples. Noble fir is 
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much moro consistent in its properties than white fir. The bending strength 

of lu1thor is dependent more upon the defects present than the strength of 

the clear wood, being largely a natter of grade, and the working stresses 

of woods are based upon large sizes. From war experience and more 

reliable data on noble fir, changes have been made in the working 

stresses of noble fir. Since World War II noble fir has been raised 

out of the class of the other conmercial true firs and placed with western 

hemlock. This is undoubtedly partly due also to the similarity in looks 

of the two woods, as well as other similar properties. It rîy be seen 

that the working stresses for hemlock (and noble fir) are above those 

for spruce and comercial white fir. The stresses indicated in Table 22 

have been raised 20% for all species, and these stresses are being used 

at present. But the stresses have not been accepted as standard by the 

industry, and tests are now underway by the Forest Products Laboratory 

to determine the stability of these figures. Noble fir is graded upon 

the western hemlock grading rules, and reference may be made to the 

association grade-book for grading noble fir. 

Noble fir and hemlock must be used in larger sizes than luiiter of 

Douglas-fir and southern pine and western larch to obtain the 

comparable working-strength in use. In comparison *Ìth these species 

noble fir may be said to be weak in toughness properties, though slope 

of grain is the most important defect causing loss in toughness and 

1iots and decay are also factors in reducing this property. 

Noble fir is very stiff for its weight, and defects permitted 

in grades have little or no effect upon stiffness, which is described 

as deflection under load. The firs are almost as stiff as the heavier 

softwoods. An average valuo of stiffness for design use is given in 
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ttTflodulUS of elasticity", but the values for modulus of elasticity .ke 

into consideration species characteristics and do not exactly coincide 

with the stiffness values for clear wood. 

Natural Defects and Destructive Agencies. 

Noble fir is subject to comparatively few natural defects in the 

wood as it comes from the tree, due either to growth conditions or 

external agencies such as insects and fungi. Blemishes and rot are 

comparatively minor in this species unless the wood is cut from very old, 

overnture trees, in which shake or rot of Echinodontium tinctoriun may 

be prevalent. Often the largest part of butt logs of very old noble fir 

is affected with shake, coipletely culling the log. But decay and 

defect in noble fir are on the whole much less than in the other true 

firs, and young mature trees and the lower age-classes are quite free 

from infestations. Shake and check, however, are the most common 

defects in noble fir. The average defect in a study runt of the species 

may be seen from Table 23. 

Decay. The most frequent rot affecting noble fir is that of the Indian 

paint fungus, Echinodontium tinctorium (114), but it is often difficult 

to detect in the first stages and may pass unnoticed in t or dry 

lumber. The first or incipient stages of decay show little or no dis- 

coloration in the wood, developing sono distance ahead of noticeable 

discoloration or wood-disintegration. In freshly-cut 1ogs an 

infected area may show up in the nature of a dark-colored vater-soaked 

area in the heartwood, and this many times is the only indication ihat 

the fungus is present. The first recognizable sigu of decay generally 

is a softening of the wood accoanied by a faint yellowish discoloration, 

later deepening to a pale reddish-brown. 



In the late stages of the rot the od becomes soft, stringy, and 

brownish to rusty in color, frequently being streaked with rot and show- 

Ing vthite patches. There is a tendency toward ring-rot or separation 

along the annual rings at this stage. 

The greatest problem caused by this disease in noble fir and other 

species is that of utilizing the apparently sound wood. The lumber taken 

from logs inrnodiately above or below that portion of the bole containing 

the late stage of decay may show ring-shake or ring-split very often. 

Apparently the early or hidden stages of decay are responsible for the 

weakening of the wood along certain annual rings and stresses set up 

in seasoning n,.e.r cause the wood to split. The disbinct water-soak 

areas indicating rot usually disappear quickly from evaporation, making 

it difficult to detect the incipient rot in the logs except on any other 

than clean, fresh-cut logs (114). 

Light-brown or golden-tan spots appear in later stages, appearing 

to follow the grain. Up until this time the wood appears strong and 

only slightly, if at all, softened, but in reality it is so weakened that 

boards sawed from this wood y fall apart along the annual rings when 

dried and be very unsuitable for use. Thus it is reconwiended that the 

wood be carefully inspected in the green conditions prior to drying and 

further manufacture (i). 

Other decay defects in noble fir (9) may occur in the forni of 

white, yellow, or yellowish-brown pits, which may be due to several rots. 

Pits may be 1/16 inch in diameter to 1/14 inch long, merging into gouges 

up to 1 inch in length along the grain. Material at least 2 inches 

across the grain and 2 feet with the grain beyond any visible sign of 

decay should be rejected in inspection to be sure of removing all 

infected wood. 
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Zone-lines may or may not be present with the above-mentioned rots. 

These are fine, narrow ihies which may or may not follow the direction of 

the grain and may range in color from light brown to shades of green, 

yellow, red, dark brown, or black. These are definite indications of 

decay and material containing them should he rejected where strength 

is needed. 

Brown streaks in the incipient stages of rot are caused by several 

fungi in noble fir. These streaks may vary from light yellow-brown to 

light chocolate brown, and the wood appears dull and lifeless. Zone- 

lines, white or yellow pits, and black specks may accompany the brown 

streak. Decay often extends several inches across the grain and several 

feet along the grain beyond visible discoloration, which nrges gradually 

into the normal wood-color. It is preferable to reject the wood at 

least 2 inches across the grain and 2 feet with the grain beyond obvious 

discoloration where it is to be used for exacting purposes. 

Other discolorations associated with decay but infrequent in 

noble fir are red bands or zones. This is a type of incipient decay, 

usually in the outer hearwood. Streaks may occur in 1/2 bo 2-inch 

widths on the edge-grain surface, and in the advanced stage result in 

yellow pits, undoubtedly being the rot Fones pini (conk rot or red ring 

rot). The wood is dull and lifeless in appearance and upon exposure 

to light becomes brownish. Rejection of material 2 inches across the 

grain and 2 feet with the grain beyond visual discoloration should 

remove all hidden rot where strength is necessary. 
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In the absence of brovm streak, light bron flecks are a posibive 

indication of decay. These flocks aro the first sign of pocket-formation, 

but no pockets aro visible. For any work requiring strength this wood 

should be rejected, eliminating wood L inches across the grain and L 

feet with the grain beyond the last visible discoloration. 

Tiny black specks from the size of a pin-point to fine black 

lines 1/16 inch long are produced in connection with certain decays of 

noble fir, and under the microscope the black specks appear as a mass 

of dark-brown hyphae of fungus. To be certain of eliminating the rot 

wood 2 inches across the grain and 2 feet along the grain beyond any signs 

of black specks should he rejected. 

Growth defects. Black streak is a defect coiiinon to true firs, but 

much more common to western hemlock. The defect is caused by the maggot, 

or larva, of a small fly that enters old wounds on the tree and feeds 

upon the can-ibium layer. On edge-grain luiiber, it may or may not be 

apparent as a hole with a thin purplish-brown or black line extending 

away from the wound as much as 3 feet in both directions. The lines 

comionly extend 6 to 10 inches, however, tapering out at the end to 

finally disappear. These maggot-chauibers may be treated similarly to 

pitch or bark-pockets in other species, and the fine line is disregarded 

in grading. Those defects do nob affect the structural strength to 

any degree, having been accepted in aircraft lumber during World War II. 

As noble fir is not a resinous species, it does not contain pitch-pockets 

or pitch-streak as a type of blemish. 

In both noble fir and hemlock, as well as other firs, another 

defect is hard-grain or conipressionwood. Here, the annual rings 

have a high proportion of sunimerwood and large rings due to strossos 
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set up in the treo during growth. This wood is much weaker than normal 

wood. This occurs much less in noble fir than in many other species, due 

to its particularly straiht and even growth. 

Cross-grain also occurs very little in noble fir duo to its habit 

of straight growth and freedom from other defects. Of course, cross-grain 

due to sawing is only as common as the sawyer chooses to make it, but 

natural spiral grain is noticeably absent in the species. This is 

evidoncod by the high aircraft-lumber yield of noble fir logs in which 

the grain requirements wore very strict. 

The wood of noble fir is strikingly biot-free and produces a 

higher proportion of clear lumber per diameter class than any of its 

associates. As the limbs do not long persist in forest-grown treos, 

the number of largo, loose knots is small, and small, tight knots are 

usually the rule. The limbs of the crown being large produce large 

knots, but they are rather far-between. The knots are similar to those 

of western hemlock, being purplish in color, but noble fir contains 

fewer black, loose knots, and on the whole, smaller knots than hemlock, 

Of course the stocking and the site will influence the knots to a 

great degree. 

Insects. As noble fir has few insect enemies of importance the 

defect due to insect damage is small. But in service noble fir is 

subject to insect and fungus attack quite readily. The wood is poor in 

durability, being placed in the lowest class of durability. It is not 

resistant to termites or other wood-attacking insects, being similar to 

most of our softwcods in these respects, and as noble fir has little use 

for piling, its poor resistance to marine borers is of little 

consequence. 
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UTILIZATION OF NOBI FIR 

Manufacturing and irohandizing 

Production and marketing practices. Few mills cutting noble fir 

attempt to market it as a distinct species, and it is the general 

practice of firms getting a small amount of noble fir to throw it in 

with hemlock and market it as such. Oregon and Washington cut the entire 

output of noble fir (it grows only in these two states), Washington pro- 

ducing about twice as much as Oregon since l9t3, according to the Bureau 

of Census (see Table iL). For years the annual cut of noble fir was not 

listed separately in. production figures, until l9L3, being included under 

the heading "connercial white fir". This included five species of 

western true firs, most of which was Abiesconcolor. But estimates for 

the period of l93Li to l9L3 place the cut of noble fir at about 25 per 

cent of the "commercial white fir" production of L4O,000,000 feet from 

the Northwest. The noble fir portion of this production would probably 

average about 10,000,000 feet annually (2). 

When World War II brought about a demand for aircraft production, 

a marked increase in the out of noble fir resulted, and perhaps 50 

per cent of the 19L12 "white fir" production of 71,000,000 feet was 

noble fir. Estimates for l9L3 placed the cut at 77,000,000 feet of 

noble fir but in l9Li.3 a tabulation of noble fir as a separate species 

was made, as the production was more easily traced with the emphasis 

on the species as an aircraft wood. Most of the luniler was tallied 

as it came from the log at the headsaw, so that figures were probably 

quite accurate. Bureau of Census statistics show a total luither cut of 
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L9,7L2,OOO feel of noble fir for 19L3 L.5,219,OOO feet in 192k., but only 

7,7Ljl4,000 for 191j6 -- the only years for which figures are availablo. 

With return to peace, the accuracy of post-war statistics of 

production is doubtful. Clearly, the above figures for noble fir 

production in l9L6 are not a true picture of the total cut of noble 

fir in the woods. Much more volume of logs was removed from the woods 

in l9L6 than the 7,000,000 feet tallied as lumber. The log-scaling 

records for noble fir on the Columbia River (Table 12) alone show a 

volume of 38,000,000 board feet for l9LLS. This of course does not in-. 

dudo the figures from Puget Sound and mills not under the Bureau, 

Columbia River scalo for 19L7 shows a log-production there of approxi- 

nte1y 20,000,000 board feet, and Washington production of the species 

is now twice that of Oregon. 

It is evident that all the log-production is not going into 

lumber and that accurate figures are not available. One reason for 

this is the increasing utilization of high-grade noble fir for peeler- 

stock. It is not lmown what percentage of the production is now being 

used in plywood rrnufacture, but it is certain appreciable quantities 

are being diverted to this use. Another use of noble fir diverting it 

from lumber production is as pulpwood. Here no differentiation is made 

from other true firs and the species are lumped together. 

Only in the log form is noble fir easily distinguishable as a 

separate species, for once sawed into lumber, where the bark is not 

present, it is practically identical to western hemlock. This factor, 

too, has contributed to the confusion of statistics on noble fir produc- 

tion, with hemlock being given credit for much noble fir production, and 

the lumber rketed as such. Also, plywood usage of noble fir has not 
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been tallied, because niost of the veneer has been used for core stock, 

with Douglas-fir facing and called Douglas-fir plywood, or used in the 

grade called 'Silva1ock" plywood. 

In his first edition in l92L., Koehier (20) lists the volunie of 

noble fir used the previous years as being 6,653,000 board feet, all of 

which supposedly went into boxes and crates. This no doubt was the major 

use at the time, but it is certain that the entire cut did not go into 

these channels. No doubt a high percentage of the wood does go into 

boxes as yet, but specialty uses consumo the greatest part of it. Most 

of the lumber sawed at the mill is in the form of cants for further 

manufacture, and only the lower grades are used in boxes and general 

construction. Much of the noble fir is kiln-dried in the rough for 

further manufacture. 

Figures for the various uses are not available, but total produc- 

tion, though not up to the peak of that of l9L3, has held rather steady 

since that year. 

Noble fir lumber grades. With its great similarity to western 

hemlock in appearance and properties, noble fir has assunied the sanie 

grade specifications as hemlock. Being thus so similar, the difficulty 

of identification and the compiratively small production make separate 

grades unnecessary. It is to be noticed, however, that other true firs 

are graded on the basis of Sitka spruce. 

The stress grades of western hemlock (26) are also applied to 

noble fir, meaning that noble fir is as suitable for general construc- 

tion as hemlock. Though it is not as strong as hemlock in tests on 

clear samples, the species is so free of defects and consistent in 

grade that the working stresses are higher than might be expected. 
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The West Coast Bureau of Lumber Grades and Inspection definos the follow- 

ing grades of hemlock and noble fir lumber: stress-grades -- select 

structural, number 1, and number 2 joists and plank, number 1 beams and 

stringers, and number i timbers. In addition to these, for construction 

there are the grades of number 3 framing joist and plank end small 

timbers; number L dimension and plank; number 2 and 3 timbers and number 

1 and 2 studding, blocking and posts. 

For industrial and specialty uses there are: one and two-inch 

B and Better, C, and D industrial clears; ladder and pike-pole stock; 

select, number 1, number 2, and number 3 shop; number 1, 2, and 3 box 

lumber; B arid Better, C, and D FG or VG finish, casing, and base; B and 

Better, C, D, and E coiling, dropsiding, an rustic; B and Better VG, 

C, and D bevel and bungalow siding; moulding stock; B and Better K.D. 

inouldings; select merchantable, number 1, 2, 3, and L. boards and sheath- 

ing. Thus noble fir grades include all those of hemlock except stepping 

and flooring, for which it is not suited because of its softness. 

Grade-recoveries in sawing. The average run of noble fir logs 

being of rather high quality results in large yields of high-grade 

lumber in sawing. This was the reason why the species was so greatly 

in den.nd for aircraft lumber and was second only to Sitka spruce in 

quantity of production of this item during World War II. Also, studies 

have shovn that noble fir contains more total gross merchantable 

volume for the same diameter classes than any of its associated species 

and also yields a higher percentage of top grades than other species 

(i6) (15) (ii). 

Data was gathered by the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range 

Experiment Station on a mill-production study at the Dwyer Lumber 
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Company in Portland, Oregon, in June of l9L3 to determine noble fir 

yields (is). These logs were taken from the cornpany?s operations in 

Clackarnas County on Mt. Hood National Forest and adjacent areas, at 

elevations of 3000 to L5OO feet. The 228 logs selected were chosen to 

obtain a representative sample of all log-grades and sizes and were 

definitely not a camp-run sample. Sixty per cent of the logs were of 

aircraft or peeler quality. The sizes ranged from 17 to 53 inches in 

diameter and from 20 to Lt feet in length, with niore than 70 per cent 

of the logs 32, 36, and LjO feet long. The distribution of the logs by 

grades and sizes is shovm in Appendix B. Scaling was dono by the Forest 

Service practice of Scribner Decimal 'C" rule. 

In breaking down the logs the outer portion was cut into cants 

and 2-inch clear stock. The center, knotr core was sawed into cormion 

boards and. dimension and tirrilers. Table 23 shows the log-scale, lumber- 

recovery, and defect, together with the overrun for the study logs, 

while Table 2L shows the grades of lumber recovered from each grade of 

logs with the total scale of each log-grade. The 228 logs averaged 

32,8 feet long with an average defect of 8.3 per cent and an average 

overrun of 2.2 per cent. The overrun in aircraft and peeler grades was 

outstanding as compared with that in the lower grades, which showed an 

underrun, hut the overrun was due to cutting mostly cants from the high- 

grade clears. 

The limber-grade recovery of 392,598 feet was composed of 33,6 

per cent Aero, 11.5 per cent Aero Out, 8.2 per cent Domestic Clear, 

36.3 per cent number 3 cornon and better, 2.0 per cent shop, 1,5 per 

cent box, and 6.9 per cent miscellaneous. The percentage of Aero 

grade lumber recovered from each grade of logs was as follows: 

aircraft logs 37,9 per cent; peeler 1ogs 31.7 per cent; number i saw- 



logs 19.9 per cents nuither 2 sawlogs 8.6 per cen; nuithor 3 sawlogs 6.2 

per cent. This is based on the "Arr-Navy equivalent", a weighted 

average of all aircraft lumber grades. 

Similar studies have been made to determine the recovery of air- 

craft lumber froni Sitka spruce logs. The results cannot be compared 

directly to those of noble fir because of the differences in log-grading 

practices, but they do offer soir basis. Peeler grade logs in noble 

fir are roughly comparable to number 1 spruce logs, nwther 1 noble fir 

logs roughly coimarable to nuniber 2 spruce logs, etc. On. this basis the 

recoveries of aircraft luìor of the Dwyer Lumber Company study and a 

similar study of Oregon Sitka spruce logs are compared, and the noble 

fir found to be far superior in yield of high grades. Peeler logs of 

noble fir yielded 31.7 per cent as compared with 18 per cent for the 

spruce As shown by Tables 25 and 26, the 

yields for all other noble fir log-grades mas also higher than the 

equivalent spruce-log yield. Thus it is shoi that noble fir compares 

well with other species in the production of high-grade material. 

Milling defects. Milling defects in noble fir do not create any 

great problems. The straight grain and absence of crooked logs tend, 

together with the s1iht amount of taper, to reduce the amount of 

diagonal grain from sawing. These factors, too, may serve to reduce 

the amount of degrade from mane. Torn grain is rare due to the soft- 

ness of texture and the lack of cross-grain in the lumber. But one 

thing necessary to the proper milling of noble fir is the need for 

good sharp imives in the machinery. The softness and long fibers make 

good smooth surfacing somewhat difficult, and without sharp imives 

shaver marks are apt to appear on surfaced stock. 
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Broken laiots may become a factor in producing menufacturing-de- 

fects upon surfacing dry stock. It appears that noble fir ots become 

very hard upon drying out and aro subject to cracking in machining. 

However, most of the lumber kiln-dried prior to surfacing will be free 

of knots and lower grades are usually surfaced green, so that this 

factor is not of importance. 

Production drying. Though noble fir usually contains much free 

water when green, it is not particularly difficult to dry, but more 

time is consumed in drying it than for many other woods. The moisture- 

content of the heartvrood may often be over 100 per cent when green, and 

localized pockets of high moisture-content are often present. It is 

rather high in shrinkage for a wood of its density. 

Indications aro that noble fir may be kiln-dried satisfactorily 

by the same methods used for Sitka spruce, but separate drying schedules 

are most often used. Drying schedules may vary greatly with individual 

mills, due to the type of product, drying equipment, and past experience. 

What may work with one mill may give poor results with another mill's 

dry-kilns. Sorne mills have found the species to take 50 per cent or 

more time in drying than Douglas-fir. 

The drying schedules indicated in Table 29 have boon computed 

from the average of past experience with noble fir and are intended to 

give results only in modern, up-to-date kilns (29). It is not expected 

that the schedules can be used with equal results in every kiln. In 

these schedules the woods aro separated principally on the basis of 

the large variations in the initial moisture-content of species. The 

subdivisions of the schedule for a species differ from one another 

only in the values of moisture-content at which changes in temperature 
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and humidity are to be made. Also, because of difference in the drying 

requirements of various grades and sizes in the same species, it is 

desirable to make drying recommendations on this basis. In the table, 

where two schedules aro showm for the same stock, the more severe is for 

the ordinary run of stock and the milder schedule is for wide, f lat- 

grainod pieces and thick cants and planks. 

If the wood is partly air-dry, the moisture-content determines 

the proper point on the schedule at which to begin drying. Sample 

boards are prepared and inserted in the drying piles of stock and daily 

weighing of the samples shows the moisture-content and allows the 

operator to judge changes to be made in kiln conditions. Presumably, 

when the charge reaches a certain moisture-content indicated in the 

schedule, the drying conditions are changed for the next stop in the 

process. The sample boards usually dry more rapidly, however, than 

the charge itself, due to short lengths and frequent removal from the 

kiln, so that allowance in time should be made for this in drying the 

lurber, 

These schedules are the work of the Forest Products Laboratory, 

and quite a fino distinction is made between species. The figures are 

not based upon a constant wet-bulb temperature control. The final 

temperatures and humidities may be too low for progressive kilns to 

give adequate circulation for evaporation of moisture. Also, these 

figures are not intended for low grades of lumber. 

In drying noble fir veneer, great care must be taken to avoid 

end-splitting with these thin sections. Naturally, the species must be 

kept separate from other woods during drying, and vertical-grain 

sliced veneers are usually separated from rotary-cut veneers. Noble 

fir is well adapted to both of these methods of cutting. One firm in 
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Oregon producing box veneer, has used an average of L8 hours in the kiln 

for peeled veneers, and. sliced voneers usually dry for from 38 to LB 

hours altogether, to a moisture-content of 3 to 8 per cent. A humidity 

of 120 per cent and a temperature of 130F is used for 12 hours, and the 

conditions then ohaned to 130 per cent humidity and 150F temperature 

and kept at this stase until dry. 

To prevent splitting in drying, peeled voneers are clipped in 

widths of 7-, 15, or 30 inches for boxes, no pieces being over 30 inches 

wide. Of course, plywood stock would not be clipped to this size, 

except for elimination of defects. 

Noble fir is equally slow to air-dry, and adequate precautions 

must be taken to prevent degrade (though little air-drying is done with 

this species). All good piling and air-drying practices apply to noble 

fir as well as to other species. Special care must be taken not to 

expose the wood to too-rapid drying, as checking, especially in the 

ends of boards, is a considerable factor in noble fir degrade. 

Protection may be given by end-coating the vrood and protecting from 

direct sunshine and strong minds. With good drying practices it has 

been found that white fir, Abies concolor, air-dries with an average 

of 12 per cent degrade. It is assiuned that noble fir would have less 

degrade, due to the snaller amount of natural defects in the wood. 

Noble fir is subject to attack by most of the fungi connected 

with drying in other species, but is not considerably damaged by them. 

It is not particularly subject to blue-stain, but a brown stain may 

often appear in the wood from too-rapid kiln or air-drying. This is 

imown as chemical stain or kiln-brawn stain (21). This may be present 

in many boards and affect all or part of the individual piece. This 
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stain is red-brown in color, with a mottled appearance. It often colors 

the full length of the board but usually only a portion of the width, 

being generally about one-eighth inch deep and in the sapwood only. 

The discolorations are seemingly caused by materials from the 

oxidation of the cell-contents, carried by the movement of the wa-ber 

toward the surface in drying. These materials are apparently deposited 

in the zone where the moisture changes from water to vapor. Conditions 

tending to keep the surface moist and bring the discoloration to the 

surface are a high initial moisture-content in the wood, a high rate 

of water-inovemenl, high relative humidity, slow circulation, and high 

drying texeratures. Quickdrying of the surface bo a low moisture- 

content stops the zone of water-to-vapor transition deep enough below 

the surface so as not to discolor the wood. It has been seen that 

different combinations of drying factors affect the degree of staining. 

On the edge-grain board a sharp line of discolored wood may 

indicate that only the sapwood becomes stained. But it is often 

difficult to tell sapwood from heartwood in noble fir. Strength 

tests by the Forest Products Iboratory have shown the strength of 

pieces of wood to be relatively unaffected by the stain, and only in 

places where boards are to be used for appearance will stain degrade 

the lumber. 

Uses As Related To Properties 

From the various grades of noble fir it may be seen that the 

wood has comparatively few uses compared to Douglas-fir and some other 

species, but the properties of noble fir have gained it wide use in 

specialty items, much like Sitka spruce. Thus it is into these 

specialty uses that noble fir principally goes hi mixture with western 
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hemlock, imich of the time entirely undifferentiated from that species. 

Noble fir being sr.11 in amount of production does not mono- 

polize any given market for certain items, but it is used in a variety 

of ways. Many of the products have restricted, though important, uses 

and most of the uses are based upon a combination of properties rather 

than one property only. The use-requirements have been based upon long 

observation and experience, coupled with tests by the Forest Products 

Laboratory. 

Comaon and construction items. The common lunber cut from the 

heart of noble fir logs is usually incidental to the main product of 

high-grade clears. Moreover, noble fir is little sought for its 

construction properties, chiefly because it is not produceable in large 

amounts for construction and because it has other principal uses. But 

the properties of the wood do suit it well to the production of boards, 

sheathing, and two-inch dimension for construction. Its uniform 

texture and softness nke noble fir easy to saw and nail, and its light 

weight nkes it easy to handle. 

The uniform texture and straight grain prevent a great amount 

of warping, although extreme shrinkage may be found in luther put in 

place green. The imots are relatively small and tight, and the knot- 

charactor and lack of resin produce good painting properties in the 

boards. The color and comparative freedom from sapstain may not be a 

factor in its use as construction lumber, but may be important in other 

uses. 

Boards and planks are particularly suited to uso in form-lumber, 

shelving, sheathing, and general uses, but the principal use for 

common noble fir lumber comes in the use of boxes, especially as food- 

containers for dairy products and vegetables. The non-resinous property 



lack of odor, clean appearance and light coloring for stenciling, as well 

as the stiffness of the wood and tightness of biots and ease of nailing1 

make noble fir well suited to box manufacture. Most of these sanie 

properties suit noble fir to use in refrigerators. 

High-grade specialty items. In addition to its uses in construc- 

tion, boxes, and refrigerators, noble fir is greatly in deìnd for 

venetian-blind slats, ladder-rail stock, sash and door shop-stock, 

siding, mouldings, and muliwork. Venetian blinds were one of the first 

uses which led to the appreciation of the properties of noble fir. The 

lack of oils and extractives in the wood in comparison to Port Orford 

white cedar suit noble fir well to blind-manufacture, These oils in the 

cedar tend to leach through paints and finishes when in place. The 

even, fine texture and softness of the wood allow ease of working, and 

the good paint-holding qualities and ability to stay in place when once 

dried are distinct advantages. 

For ladder-stock noble fir is one of the principal species used, 

and it is as well suited to this purpose as are western hemlock and 

Sitka spruce. In ladders, the principal features desired of wood are: 

high strength and light weight, high yield of long, straight-grained 

clears of defect-free lu2liber, and ability to stay in place and not warp 

A large part of noble fir goes into the manufacture of nilliwork 

products and trim. Principal miliwork product is bevel-siding, for 

which noble fir is woll suited due to the high production of wide, 

clear cants and its texture and ease of working. Ten and twelve-inch 

widths are especially desired. These properties also suit noble fir 

well to the manufacture of mouldings and interior and exterior finish 

and trim, and shop stock. In addition knots are generally tight and 
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the largo ones widely-spaced to allow high yields of shop. Good paint- 

holding properties, ease of nailing and working, staying in place, and 

lack of pitch are also very desirable for these products. 

Plywood and veneer. Uoble fir has cone into use recently in 

large quantities for plywood cores and faces and container veneers, both 

peeled and sliced. The sliced veneers are generally used for food 

containers, with a probable future use of sliced noble fir for battery 

separators. The even, fine grain and texture, together with the ease 

of slicing, straight-grain and freedom from resins, nke noble fir 

well adapted to contained veneers. Slicer-blanks for this use are 

usually pro-steamed about L hours before cutting. 

Noble fir plywood veneer finds its greatest use in the Plylock 

grade of vstern hemlock plywood as core material, though some quantities 

go into furniture plywood as bases for hardwood face-veneers. For 

peeling purposes noble fir is an excellent species. The largo, deep- 

clear logs aro capable of producing very high yields of clear face 

stock. The peelers, avoragìng 3-Li. feet in dianter, contain a far 

greater amount of olear stock than other species of this size, and 

it is not unusual for a stand to produce 50 per cent peeler logs. 

During World War II, when noble fir was used a great deal for 

aircraft cants and plywood, xny logs of high peeler quality were 

channeled into aircraft cant production. 

A few drawoacks of noble fir for peeling are that the logs 

from very old trees tend to flake and scale when peeled, and check, 

shake, and rot in the ends of old logs nke placing in the lathe 

difficult at tirios. Noble fir iciots appear to be quite hard, often 

nicking the knife in the peeling process. 

The fine-grained, soft texture of the wood suits it well to 



peeling without cracking to produce a very smooth veneer. In respect to 

the smoothness of veneer, noble fir is superior to Douglas-fir, which 

often cracks and abrazos due to the hardness and uneven texture. The 

smoothness of noble fir veneer with its slight tendency toward grain- 

raise suit it well to the gluing of hardwood faces on noble fir cores 

without grain or defects showing through the thin face. The wood has 

very good gluing properties1 which, together with the low density and 

rather high stiffness of the wood, produce panels of light weight and 

high strength. 

Noble fir is placed in the group of softwoods with cottonwood, 

wostern henlock, redwood, and the white pines and spruces for pressures 

recommended for gluing panels. This group (iii) is best glued without 

damage to the wood and to produce a good bond at 100 to 150 pounds per 

square inch of pressure for hot-press plywood (31). With the temperatures 

used in hot-press plywood nufacthre at fairly high moisture-contents the 

crushing strength of wood is much lower than it otherwise would be. The 

exact amount of pressure to be used is usually best left to the judgment 

of the fabricator, but with sound panels at least five per cent of the 

original thickness should be allowed for crushing. Excessive crushing 

may load to warped panels. 

In interior-type plywood, noble fir has found some use as core- 

stock and inner-plies of "Sound-2-Sides" and "Soundl-Sid&t "Industrial", 

and "Door Panel" grades. In an edict effective as of September 15, l9L7, 

the Douglas-fir plywood association has allowed noble fir to be used in 

"Douglas-fir plywood" (6). Commercial Standard C.S. L5-L1.7 states that 

"the veneers used in crossbands shall not contain knotholes greater 

than 2- inches wide and no pitch pockets moro than 2 inches wide by L. 



inches long or an equivalent area." 

Connorcia1 Standard C.S. 12245 for western hemlock plywood (30) 

states that grades of "Silvalock" p1rwood nr include the use of various 

western species in its production though western hemlock is the chief 

species used. Because of the increasing importance of these species, 

these rules have been set up for the industry. The rules cover four 

grades of moisthro-resistant plywood, the "Silvalock" grade being riade 

only in the interior typo and not intended for exterior use. The grade 

admits noble fir, commercial white firs, and Douglas-fir as cores and 

cross-bands. 

Pulpwood. Like other true firs, noble fir is well-suited to 

pulp-manufacture (See Table 30) and much of it has been used for this 

purpose, owingly or un1mowingly. In mixture with true firs little 

differentiation is nade in the pulpwood. Noble fir is readily pulpod 

and produces an easily-bleached long, fine fiber of high strength and 

toughness, and n.y be said to yield as large an amount of good strong 

pulp as any other species in the West. The pulp is as good and requires 

little bleach because of the light color of the original pulp. 

It reduces readily by the sulfito and sulfate processes, and due 

to its softness is easily pulped by the groundwood method. Noble fir 

is unusual in requiring 20 per cent less power to pulp than white 

spruce, which is regarded as the superior pulping species. The pulp 

goes into the manufacture of newsprint, wrapping paper, book and high- 

grade printing papers from the sulfite process and from the sulfate 

process it yields a strong pulp for high-grade kraft wrapping paper and 

fiberboard. The groundwood pulp from noble fir is suited to all uses 

of this type of pulp. 
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Aside from the reducing properties and fiber-length and color of 

the wood, there are other properties important in pulp-manufacture. The 

chipping ease, ease of bark-removal, suscepti'oility to decay in storage, 

and the growth-characteristics may also be important. In the soda process 

the color is important, as the pulp is almost always bleached, but in 

the sulfate process, strength is the main requirement and color is un- 

important. For mechanical pulping the color is a major factor, as ll 

as sheet-forming qualities and the strength, but the power used in grind- 

ing is often the controlling factor here. 

Small top logs and low-grade logs should find good use in pulprood, 

but unfortunately many high-grade, large logs have been diverted to this 

use when much better use could be made of them for specialty uses. 

Possibilities_for battery separators. Noble fir may have 

possibilities for battery-separators in the future. In exhaustive tests 

on several species (25), noble fir rated very well among them, and appears 

to be an excellent substitute for Port Orford white cedar in batte±ies, 

considered from the standpoint of availability of timber, properties of 

the wood, and ability to take chemical treatment. 

Treated separators of this species have an average breaking 

radius and flexibility angle approximating those of Port Orford cedar. 

The electrical resistance and battery performance shows noble fir to 

be better in these respects than Douglas-fir, bald cypress, and redwood 

due to lack of resins and extractives in the wood. (See Table 31). 
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SWIMA.RY, CONCLTJSIONS Ai'D RECOENDATIONS 

Long unappreciated, noble fir is gradually corning into its own as 

an important tree in utilization and forest managenient. Knowledge gather- 

ed during the war, when noble fir was cut in fairly large quantities for 

aircraft stock, has contributed toward the increased appreciation of the 

wood and the tree. Experience has shown that noble fir produces a 

greater quantity of clear, straight-grained, defect-free 1unber than any 

of its associated species. This is primarily due to its relative 

intolerance to shade with resultant quick-pruning of lower branches and 

its unusually straight grov3±. It is almost entirely free of insect 

damage in the forest, but in late maturity is badly affected by shake 

and the rot of Echinodontium tinctorium. These account for the majority 

of volume loss in noble fir. 
Stands of noble fir yield greater total volumes per acre and 

volumes per tree than other Eorthwest species, but the treo does not 

occur in large comercial stands to any extent. With the greater under- 

standing of its properties, noble fir could be used for many more 

products and in greater quantity if the volume of stands wore large enough 

to support increased production. It has already replaced a few species 

becoming scarce in the Northwest for some uses. Though the cut has 

greatly increased in the last few years, growth about balances drain. 

Due to its excellent wood qualities, its rapidity and symmetry 

of growth, and its adaptability to sites in the high-mountain regions, 

noble fir should be one of the favored species in forest management. 

Plans for expanding the range upon favorable sites to replace less 

valuable species on logged-off areas will no doubt develop as these 
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less-accessible regions are opened to logging. The management of forests 

in the high Cascades seems to be directed toward this end, and the trend 

seonz to be tovard making it the donünant timber-type in its range by 

stand-conversion management. Good magement is necessary to overcome the 

corretition of nre-aggressive, prolific, and lighter-seeded species that 

are associated with noble fir, as noble fir is quite intolerant and re- 

quires clearings to reproduce. 

A paying proposition in noble fir may perhaps be found in the 

increasing Christmas-tree market. It is highly valued for its color, 

symmetry, and slow grovrh which results in a full-bodied tree that is 

most desirable. With its apparent adaptability to lower elevation, the 

species might well be propagated in areas more accessible to market. 

The wood of noble fir is now becoming appreciated for its fine 

properties, replacing scarce Sitka spruce in many specialty uses. 

Primarily, it is well-suited to use in plywood and box veneer, both 

peeled and sliced, shop lumber, miliwork of all kinds, mouldings and trim, 

ladder stock, venetian blinds, boxes, and refrigerator construction. 

It is also a good pulping species and sorne noble fir is used in general 

construction, though the strength is great. But for strength-to-weight 

ratios, the wood rates very well, as it was used interchangeably with 

Sitka spruce during World War II in aircraft construction. The quality 

of the lumber produced from mature trees is very high. 

It is evident that prejudice against noble fir in the past as 

another "true fir" has been unfounded, the wood of the tree being 

superior to the wood of other firs in practically all respects. It is 

unusual that noble fir more resembles the wood of western hemlock than 

that of the other true firs, and is often mixed with and sold as hemlock 
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on the market, the small quantity and difficulty in identification hardly 

warranting segregation in many cases. 

It is the opinion of many that if noble fir occurred in greater 

quantity that it might well be one of our most valuable species. However, 

its importance is increasing, and though now a relatively minor species, 

noble fir is coimnanding and will coirnand a great deal of attention in the 

future. 



TABLJS 



Table 1 - Standing Volume Noble Fir in 

Washington and Oregon 

_______ West of Cascade Sunmdt (io) 

Vol. in M Bd. Ft. Log Scale, 193L 

OREGON (Total 5,917,376) 

Res, by Misc. Nat.For. Reserve by 

Private State State County Municip. Indian O & C Fed. Available Nat. For. 

1,057,893 - - 12,895 - 1 l79,L3O 758 Lj,279,170 387,229 

WASHINGTON (Total 2,759,206) 

1,02L,798 179,603 - 2,557 59,702 - - 123,228 1,368,718 600 

Both Total: 8,676,582 M Bd.Ft. 
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Table 2 . - Seedling Height Growth of Noble Fir 

Seedlings Under Average Conditions 

On LArch Hountain, Oregon (il) 

Age Height Current Annual Growth 

1 yr. 

2 yrs. 

3 .814 ft. 0,28 ft. 

14 1.16 .32 

5 1.53 .37 

6 1.914 .141 

7 2.39 .145 

8 2.90 .51 

9 3.145 .55 

10 14.014 59 
11 14.69 65 
12 5.38 .69 

13 6.12 .714 

1h 6.88 .76 

15 7.62 .714 

16 8.32 .70 

Table 3 . - Average Nwnber Years for Noble Fir 

Seedlings to Attain Various Heights - Larch Mountain, Oregon (ii) 

Height Age Height 

.5 ft. 2 yrs. 14.5 ft. 11 yrs. 

1.0 3 5.0 11 

1.5 5 5.5 12 

2.0 6 6.0 13 

2.5 7 6.5 1h 
3.0 8 7.0 1h 
3.5 9 7.5 15 

14.0 10 8.0 16 

282 Measurements. 
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Table ii. . - Average Dianter And Height Growth 
For Noble Fir - Larch Mountain (n) 

Average Annual Diaiu. Average Average Annual 
Age Average dbh. Growth er Decade Total Height ft.growth per 

decade 

lo 0.0 in. 14.0 ft. 

20 3.1 .31 12.0 0.80 ft. 
30 6.0 .39 23.5 1,15 
)4.O 8.7 .27 38,) l.L.9 

50 11.1 2L. 53.0 i.L6 
60 l3. .22 65.5 1.25 
70 15.3 .20 76,2 1.07 
80 17.1 .18 85.2 .90 
90 18.8 .17 92,8 .76 

100 20,5 .17 99.5 .67 
110 22.1 .16 105.5 .60 
120 23.6 .15 111.0 55 
130 25.0 iii. 116.1 .51 

iLo 26.3 .13 120.9 .W3 
150 27.6 .13 125.)4. 

160 28.8 .12 129.7 
170 30.0 .12 133.8 14 
180 31.1 .11 137.8 .Lo 

190 32.2 .11 1L1.7 .39 
200 33.2 .10 1L.5.5 .38 

250 37.9 09 162.2 .31 

300 L12.1 .08 175.8 .26 

350 t5.9 .07 187.3 .21 

too L1.9.1 .07 196.3 ,i6 
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Table 5 - Comparative Volume per Tree 
of Noble Fir And Associated Species 

Larch Mountain, Oregon, 3300 ft. Elevation 
Douglas-fir Site III (ii) 

Volume Bd.Ft, 

Dbh. Noble-fir Douglas-fir Western Hemlock 

30" 2,220 1,250 1,830 
32 2,650 1,1450 2,115 
314 3,100 1,690 2,1458 
36 3,560 1,950 2,8140 

38 14,0)40 2,275 3,255 
14,5140 2,700 3,680 

12 5,070 3,120 14,095 
1414 5,630 3,650 14,500 

6,200 14,250 14,890 
148 6,8140 14,800 5,255 
50 7,500 5,350 5,595 
52 8,160 5,875 5,920 
514 8,900 6,1450 6,2140 

56 9,630 7,058 6,560 
58 io,140o 7,650 6,880 
60 11,170 8,300 7,200 

Noble-fir to 15" top. D.I.B. 

Douglas-fir to 10" top. D.I.]3. Willamette Valley Vol. Table. 
Hemlock to 8" top. D.I.B. Western Washington Vol. Table. 



Table 6 . - Comparison of Average Yield per Acre of Standing Trees of 
Other Species with Noble Fir, LArch Mountain, Oregon (ilL 

Bd. Ft. 
Total Vol. Number of (Bd.Ft. 

) y/fr 
Trees Total 

rr Doiiinant Avg.DBH Doni. of Doni. Suppressed Vol.of 12" DBH Vol. 
Species Trees per A. & Co-Dorn. per A. per A. Suppr. orniore All 

( Noble fir 8,5 L5,6 in. 51,887 bd.ft. 1.00 1,125 9.5 53,012 
Plot i ( W. Hemlock 1-i-.25 1i2.l 16,892 20.25 13,922 21.,2 30,8lLj. 

2. Acre Douglas-fir ]2.25 t2.6 )4,lli 1.5 1,892 13,75 )43,003 

W, Redoedar .75 ti8,8 2,327 0.75 38L1. 1.5 2,711 

( Noble fir 8.33 55.0 79,667 1,33 536 9,66 80,203 
Plot 2 ( W. Hemlock 3.33 )4.i 1L1.,82l 30.66 39,59L 3L.O 5b,)45 
3 Acre Douglas-fir L1.O L8,5 19,508 0,66 1,127 1.,66 20,635 

( W. Redcedar - - - 0,33 267 0,33 267 

Table 7 . - Average Yield per Acre of ture Noble Fir, 
Douglas-fir, armd Western Hemlock on Larch Mountain, Oregon (li) 

ture Trees Basal Average Gross Yield 
Species per Acre Area DBH Per Acre 

Noble fir 
Douglas-fir 

10 

7 

127 ft 
66 

L7.6 in. 
L12,O 

69,145 bd. ft. 
22,268 

W. Hemlock L1.0 i6 25,9 )9,L27 

Totals 57 339 Avg. 30.b ].hl,ll0 bd. ft. 

Avg. for 17 3/ti. Acres. 
Ali trees over ]2ft DBH 
Noble fir to 15" top DIB; Douglas-fir to 10" top DIE; Hemlock to 8" top DIn. 
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Table 8 

NOBLE F[R VOUJM[ TABLE 

Scribner Decin.l ttCU Scale, gross volume 

This table is based on form class and taper. The form class ranges 

from 77 to 8L with an average of about 81. The forni class varies 

with tree size and height. 

No, 32' Gross volume by log position : Tree 

D.B.H. logs ist 2nd 3rd L.th 5th : volume 

i6 1 16 i6 

2 32 16 L.8 

1 39 39_ 
2 L1.o 22 62 

2L 

2 L.9 28 77 

2ó ¿ 

3 58 36 16 110 

28 61 Li3 ii5 

3 68 1414 21 133 

3O 2 752 131 

3 82 514 27 163 

32 3 92 63 3Li. 11 

14 96 66 36 19 217 

3L 

14 .08 

73 
77 

14O 

14.3 22250 

5 189 158 123 86 L0 596 3iW 15Ô 

14. 
202 163 123 67 555 

5 206 172 136 97 148 659 
- 

148 3 20 I6 ï2 lB8 

14. 219 178 136 75 608 

5 223 189 151 108 57 728 

-- 514.1 

14 237 1914. ]1t9 814. 6614 

5 214J4 207 165 119 65 800 



Table 8 

NOBLE FIR VOLULE TABLE - Continued 

No. 32' Gross vo1un by log position ; Treo 

D.B.H. logs ist 5rd - 5th Volume 

52 3 252 202 lL5 599 

L. 255 211 163 92 721 

5 269 226 182 130 73 880 

275 228 177 102 782 

290 2L3 198 1h2 81 951t 

14 297 2)46 193 113 8L9 

___3 

5 311 26L. 215 155 89 1o3L. 

Lj 319 26L. 210 121k 917 

5 331 282 231 167 98 1109 

6g J4 3143 285 227 1 991 

5 350 

- - 
302 2L18 180 106 1186 

62 ii: 67 2l I8 1066 

5 371 323 266 19L. 116 1270 

O 31)4 28L. 208 125 1351 

Note: The top diameter ranges from about !IO2 to 60% of D.B.II. with 
an average of about 50%. D.B.H. was taken in all cases above 

the pronounced butt swell. This varied from L to 7 feet above 

the ground. 
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Table 9 
LOCAL VOLD1. TABlES 
LARY' S PEAX UNIT 

VOLWES IN TENS OF FT. B.M. 
D.F. 

D.]3.H. Tall Medium Short Hemlock R Cedar W. Fir Noble Fir T62 T9 
18 314 50 25 30 22 29 38 
20 51 141j. 37 142 27 39 148 

21j. 83 73 62 78 143 65 914 

26 1014 93 78 98 514 81 120 
28 128 112 96 125 65 101 151 
30 152 135 118 153 78 126 183 
32 179 160 ].L2 183 93 1514 218 

314 211 190 168 210 106 1814 256 
36 214 220 198 2147 122 215 295 
38 2714 2514 230 289 139 2149 350 

140 3114 286 261 326 159 285 1..i6 

1414 1405 366 338 142 

146 1456 1416 381 141.9 

148 510 1466 1422 1480 

50 565 516 1463 520 

514 678 620 5146 580 
56 7140 680 588 606 
58 822 736 63]. 620 
60 880 7814 680 650 

2014 3142 5148 

229 372 6114 

262 140' 669 
300 1425 

1410 b7o 
1495 

1488 530 

614 1020 890 770 
66 1095 957 815 662 

68 ii6o 1015 860 
70 1225 1085 910 732 
72 129G 1115 960 
7)4 1360 1237 1010 795 
76 1)430 1305 1065 

78 1500 13714 1120 8814 

80 1570 11434 1180 

814 1710 1562 1300 
86 1790 1630 1360 ioL14. 

88 1870 1700 11420 

90 1930 1770 11480 11140 

914 2065 1910 1600 12114 

96 21140 1980 1660 

98 2210 20143 1720 12514 

100 2280 2107 1780 
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Table 10 .-- Noble Fir Log Grades 

Grade Slope 
Scaling Log Lwriber of 

Grade Diam. Length produced Ring Count Grain Renrks 

Sawlogs 

#1 2L" 16' 35% of No minimum No minimum 

11.j." 12' 

#3 8" 12' 

Peeler logs 

gross 
scale 
B & Better 

65% of 
gross 
scale 

#1 Con. 

50% of 
gross 
scale 

#2 Corn. 

No minimum No minimum 

No minimum No minimum 

1 211" 16' 50% B & 8 per inch No minimum Must be 

Btr. peelable 



TABLE 11. LOG-GRADE YIELOS ON 3 SALES AREAS 

COLUIA NATIONAL FOREST, WASNGTN - 

-- __________ 
: 

______________ 
Log : :%Vol. : : 

____ 

pecies J Grades Volume : Grades:# Logs:Volumø - % : % Grados 

Dou1as-fir i P (11t2,280 3.06 77 L,371 ( 1.14 ( 23 
2 P 2L.6(272,7Li.O 5.87 153 16,236 ].7.1( 5.2 59 ( 17 

3 P (729,37O 15.69 58L. 33,130 (10.5 ( 19 
i S 23,670 .51 15 L72 0.1 1 

2 S 2,319,J.i20 L9.58 2,51t. 112,022 35.6 28 

3 S 1,162,030 2L.,99 2,Li.05 118,b92 h7.2 12 
()i2.73) 1GL.9,fd ioo 5,7LS 3i1i,723M O 100 

Noble fir P 258,360 32.914. 1)40 5,637 21 58 
1 S 251,760 32.06 181 1,088 L 

2 S 209,610 26.69 238 11,679 2L. 

3 S 65,2Lo 8,31 122 8,100 31 9 
( 7.22;Ç) 785,214O 100 681 26,501Ij i 

Silver fir P 1,220 0.63 1 0 0 9 
i S 35,b90 18.50 32 0 0 2 
2 S 88,730 146.26 1s14 10,3114 140 19 

3 S 66,380 314.61 60 140 

(1.76) ï9i2 100 i7i T 100 

W. he1ock P 23,210 0.53 16 292M 0.8 6 

i S 1451,880 10.29 3149 26M 0.1 14. 

2 S 1,966,690 140.77 2,689 10,14.914M 29.1 142 

3 S 1 950,630 
(14o.36) 14392,L10 

Li14.)4 5,955 
9,009 

25,279M 
36,091M 

70 
100 

148 

100 lOO 



TABLE 12. COMPARISON OF SCALING FIGURES 
ON COLU1VIA RIVER FOR NOBLE FIR LOGS IN 19).2 ABD 19Lj7 

Volume in Feet, B.M. 

Month 191.3 19L1.7 

(Wir Use, principally aircraft) Çöivilian General Use) 

January 585,789 

February L22,65l 1,309,776 

?.rch 1,921,577 790,01)4. 

April )4.,55l,066 1,326,138 

2,305,185 

Jme 3,62)4.,781 2,991,3)4.0 

July 3,199,620 1,771,010 

August 2,897,122 1,798,080 

Septeniber )4.,636,383 2,108,070 

October 2,371,771 2,382,020 

Noveniber 6,929,189 1,275,220 

Deceiber 869,9)4.0 



Table 13. - Colun,bia River 

Log Prices of Noble-Fir 
l9L2_l9)47* 

Date Aircraft Peeler #1 Saw 2 Saw 3 Saw Camp-run 

March 19L2 $ $25.00 $19,50 $16.50 $13.50 $15,50 

Sept. 19L12 )45.00 35.00 23.00 19.00 16.00 18.00 

July 19)43 )45.00 35.00 23.00 20.00 17.00 19.00 

(Ceiling's appi.) 
Sept. 19)43 )45.00 35.00 23.00 20.00 17,00 19.00 

May l9L)4 )4.00 35.00 23.00 21.50 20.00 20.00 

(Raised) 
Dec. 19)45 h5.00 36,50 2)4.50 23.00 21.50 25.50 

March 19L6 )45.00 37.50 25.50 2)4.00 22.50 25.00 

Aug. 19)46 L8,00 )40.50 28.50 27.00 25.50 25.50 

Jan. 19)47 - )4o,00 3)4.00 32.00 30.00 - 

(Ceilings off) 
May 19)47 - )46-65.00 Li.00 )40.00 31-36.00 - 

Dec. 19)47 - )45-60.00 3)4.00 32.00 30.00 - 

Puget Sound 

Aug. 19)47 L1tS-)48.00 Lii.00 37.00 35.00 

Aircraft grade discontinued after June 19)44; reinstated Deceniber 19)44. 

* All Tillamook, So. Ore, prices $2.00 lower for each class than stated 

for Coluithia River. 
Ceilings released January 19)47. Aircraft grado discontinued. 



TABLE it 

RECORDED PRODUCTION FIGURES 0F NOBLE FIR LUMBER 

Year Oregon Washington 

193L1.-)4 Estinated as about 25% of average annual 
white fir cut of LO,OOO M ft. or 

Total 
M b.f.) 

10,000 ) Betts 

) (2) 

19)42 Estintod as about 50% of cut of 
71,000 M ft. white fir or 35,000 

19)4.3 32,029 17,713 L9,7L12 

19)4h 15,861 29,358 Lj.5,219 

19)4.5 No figures available 

19)4.6 2,8)4.6 Li.,898 7,71114 



TABI 15 

C OARISON OF PROPERTIES OF COIThRCIAL WOODS (32) (23) 

(Graduation of i-5, best to poorest) 

Species Ease of Ability to Work- Nail- Ease of Heartwood Paint- 
Kiln Stay in abil- holding Gluing Durability holding 
Drying Place ity 

Noblefir 1 3 2 5 1 5 3 

Douglas-fir 
(Coast) 1 3 L. 3 2 2, 3 L. 

Sitka spruce 1 2 2 Li. 1 Li. 3 

W.hemlook 2 3 3 3 1 Li. 3 



TABLE 16 
____- (23) 

STRENGTH AN]) RElATED PROPERTIES OF 1'OBIE FIR COL1PARED WITH OTHER SPECIES 

- 
Statießending 

Rings wt. 
Troos Per Sum Sp. per Prop. Rupture Elasticity 

Where Moisture Tested Inch Wood M.C. Gray. cu,ft. L1rn1 2 
Species Grown ConditionNumbor No. O.D.V. Pouns/in _#/i lOOO/i 

( Green 9 16 28 36 0.35 30 3,600 5,800 1,270 

Noble fir Oregon ( 

( Dry 12 0.38 26 6,600 10,100 1,580 

Wash. (Green 30 114 36 36 0.15 38 14,800 7,600 1,550 

Dou1as-fir Ore. ( 

Calif. (Dry 12 0.143 314 8,100 11,700 1,920 

Calif. ( Green 20 11 31 115 0.35 147 3,800 5,700 1,030 

IThite fir ( 

N.M. (Dry 12 0.37 26 6,500 9,300 1,380 

Wash. ( Groen 25 15 35 L2 0,37 33 3,300 5,700 1,230 

Sitka spruce Ore. ( 

Alaska ( Dry 12 o.bo 28 6,700 10,200 1,570 

Wash. ( Groen 18 17 31 714 0.38 14 3,1400 6,100 1,220 

Western herctlock Oro. ( 

Alaska (Dry 12 O.li2 29 6,800 10,100 i,tL90 



TABLE 16 - Continued 

Coi. Shear 
Conrcssion perp.to parallel Tension 
parallel Grain Hardness to Cloarage i 

Impact Bending to Grain * Grain (load to grain 
Stress 
at 

Ht. of 
drop for Shess at Max. 

StresS 
to to Max. 

prop. coniplote Dro Crush ìrop. 
in1]t End Side 

Shear Cause Tensile 
limit failure StrengthLimit Strength Splitting Str. 

Speo le s 4/in2 Inche s /2 /in2 #/in2 Çl #/in2 #/in 
of 
vd.dth 

( Green 8,600 19 2,120 2,7LO 3LO 330 290 750 150 230 

Noble fir ( 

( Dry 11,200 23 b,960 5,550 6Lo 690 140 980 150 220 

( Green 9,800 2L. 3,)40 3,890 510 510 tB0 930 160 2L0 

Douglas-fir ( 

( Dry 12,700 30 6,h50 7,b20 910 760 670 1,1)40 180 300 

( Green 8,500 22 2,390 2,710 370 380 330 750 170 290 

White fir ( 

( Dry 10,800 17 3,590 5,350 600 730 )L.o 930 160 260 

( Groen 8,bOO 21. 2,21i0 2,670 3L.0 Li30 350 760 150 250 

Sitka spruce ( 

( Dry ll,L.O0 25 Lj,780 5,610 710 760 510 1,150 210 370 

( Groen 8,100 22 2,t80 2,990 390 520 L.30 810 190 310 

Western hemlock ( 

( Dry 12,L0O 26 5,31i0 6,210 680 9b0 580 1,170 200 310 

Results of tests on small olear samples 
Ali species 

* load required 
air drr 

to inibed a O.liLL' steel ball to 1/2 diameter. 



TABLE 17 

*ST1ENGTH TESTS ON WOODS ETING AIRCRAF'r SPECIFICATIONS (8) 

---------------- FiberStress - d1iisoi 
At Prop. Limit Modu1u of rupture Elasticity 

dIiri Specific Gravity Min. 1x. Avg. Min. x. Ave. Min. x. Av5. 

Species RixgsSamplesJ x. Avg. 
2 

Noble fir 6 736 .338 ,lj.97 .390 3,930 9,660 6,890 7,770 i5,Lt60 11,090 1,102 2,L65 1,709 

Douglas- 8 879 .L21 .633 ,L68 3,390 ii,LLo 7,160 5,150 17,050 11,930 981 2,8L.O 1,712 

fir (Coast) 

W.hemlook 6 213 .379 .522 1.3O L.,03O 11,150 7,570 7,710 16,720 11,990 l,]1i6 2,L2O 1,726 

S itka 
6 1,128 .314]. .513 .390 3,910 10,070 6,L5o 5,630 lt.,7lO 10,140 8L6 2,L1L1 1,590 

* Min. Distance f rom center of log 7 



TABLE 17 - Continued 

MAXIMUN CRUSHING STRENGTH IN COLfl'RESSION 11 TO GRAIN 

- 

Min. x. Avg. Min. x. Avg. 
Species Samples (iLin 

Noble fir 2L5 .338 .529 .395 3,960 8,060 5,860 

DouClas- 1,003 .t21 .651 .1.71 L,Ioo 12,580 6,800 
fir (Coast) 

W. hemlock 1)4 .378 .517 .1422 1..,69O 8,860 6,15O 

Sitka 
spruce 1,911 .3)4 ,196 .391 3,160 8,L!60 5,610 

FIBER STRESS AT PROPORTIONAL LIMIT 
IN COESSION PERPENDICUlAR TO GRAIN 

2 
F.S. in 
Min. x. Avg. 

Noble fir 23 .362 .LJ9 3L13 365 903 673 

Douglas- 121 12l .650 .1432 386 1,929 965 

flToast) 

W. hemlock 26 .379 .518 .L!.19 291 1,065 665 

S itka 
spice 162 ,31i1 .523 1!.014 160 1,212 707 

I-. 



TABlE 17 - Continued 

MPXIMtJM SHEAR STRESS I SHEAR PARALLEL TO GRAIN 

2 

#/in 
Spocies #Sap1es Min. x. Ave. 

Noble fir 76 731 1,L102 1,066 

Dou1as-.fir 236 510 2,l1L 1,127 

W. hemlock L1fi 750 1,)43L. i,olt 

Sitka spruce 2)4 L463 1,967 1,213 
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TABLE 18 

RES1JLTS OF TESTS TO DETEPMI1E ULTI1ATE 

TENSILE STRGTH PARALLEL TO GRAIN (23) 

GRE'T AIR DRY 
, # 

U.T.S. - IST.S. 

Species M.C. Tests Sp.gr. #/in 
: 

Tests Sp. gr. 

Noble fir 29 11 .353 1L,75O 10.2 9 .370 13,020 

Douglas-fir 
(Coast) 214. 14.8 .)425 12,980 : 11.1 8 .Li1jL. 13,830 

White fir LiB 9 .367 8,030 ; 10.7 6 .382 10,b50 

Sitka spruce 1i.0 17 .385 8,110 : 9.5 10 1j06 11,150 

W. henilock 67 20 .380 9,860 10.9 ].L. .Loo 9,820 



Table 19.-- Suimry of Results of Strength Tests on Stained and Unstained Noble Fir (21) 

Type 
of : 

Static bending 
Test : Specimens Moisture Specific Stress Modulus Modulus : Work 

Value : tested content gravity at of of : Propor- lxixmun Tota]. 

: 
propor- rupture elas- : tional load 

: 
tional ticity : limit 

: 
limit ; 

Number Percent Th.per Lb.per 1000 Lb. In.-lb. In.-lb. In.-lb. - 
SSi!ifl sl.in. per per per per 

sg.in. ou.in. cu.in. ou.in. 
Stained Specimens 

Average 142 10.1 0.396 601t0 10660 i7L5 1.18 10.62 l7.L1 

?%ximum 11.6 ,i62 8060 12760 2111 1.77 16,10 25ji0 
Minimum 9.2 .306 3790 7050 1310 .98 5.98 9.LO 

tched Specimens Free of Stain 
Average Li2 10.0 .395 5990 10800 1709 1.19 11.87 18.2L. 

Maximum 11.3 ,L75 7820 1L4.O 2108 2,06 i7.L1. 28.30 

Minimum 9.3 .308 2890 721.0 1227 .37 5,98 8,02 
Ratios - Stained to Unstained Specimens - Expressed in Percentages 

101.0 100.3 100.8 98.7 102.1 99,2 89.5 95,L. 
Classification of Stained Specimens by Strength and Related Properties 
as Compared to 1.tched Unstained Specimens - Expressed in Number of Specimens 

Higher than 
controls 20 20 23 15 25 19 13 114 

Lowe r than 
controls 17 19 19 26 17 23 28 25 

Eua1 to controls 5 3 0 1 0 0 i O 

1 Based on oven-dry weight and volume at test. 
Specimen 5/8 by 5/8 by 10 inches, tested over an 8-inch span - center loading - load applied on radial 

- surface. 



Table 19. - Continued - Surnrr.ry of Results of Strength Tests on Stained and Unstained Noble Fir 

Type 
of Inpact bending : Compression parallel to grain 

Test Specimens Moisture SpeTíic Height Specimens Moisture Specifi1 Stress Ìxi- Modu- 
Valuo tested content Gravity.! of drop :tested content gravity- at mum lus 

causing propor- crush- of 
oonlete : tioral Ing elas- 
failure : limit strength ticity 

rocnE --------- rw.iiira6r 

- 
sg.in. sq.in. lb.per 

Stained Specimens sq.in. 

Average 27 10.3 0.398 l5 69 10.2 0.397 5290 6220 2020 
lxInum 10.8 .1.53 19 11,0 6720 7800 25L7 
Minimum 9.6 .320 10 9.0 .308 3930 )4..7O l314. 

Jtchod Specimens Free of Stain 
Average 27 10.2 .397 l5. 69 10.1 .395 5200 6150 1997 
L.xiinum 11,2 .1.55 20 11.2 .L71,. 6790 76LO 2821 
Minimum 9.!L .319 10 9.5 ,3OL. 35LiD L23O 1288 

Ratios - Stained to Unstained Specimens - Expressed in Percentages 
101.0 100.3 98.7 101.0 100.5 101.3 101,1 101,2 

Classification of Stained Specimens by Strength and Related Properties 
as Compared to tohed Unstained Specimens - Expressed in Number of Specimens 

Higher than 
controls 15 15 9 33 37 27 36 Lt2 

Lower than 
controls 8 12 13 22 31 29 32 27 

Equal to controls L. O 5 i14 1 1 1 0 

i Based on oven-dry weight and volume at test. 



Table 19. - Continued -Sunary of Results of Strength Tests on Stained and Unstained Noble Fir 

Type 
of Toughness Shear parallel to grain 

Test Specimens Moisture Specifi1 Tough- Specimens Moisture Speoifi1 Ivxixwnt 
Value tested content gravity_ noes : tested content gravity-, shearing 

strength 
Nuriber Percent In-lb. Number Percent Lb. per 

per sg. in. 
spec. 
irner 

Stained Specimens 
Average 69 10.9 0.398 101.9 L.O 10.1 0.390 1153 

I.ximum 12.5 .516 163.1 10.5 .h56 1520 

Minimum 9.3 .308 9,5 .30b 832 

tchod Specimens Free of Stain 
Average 69 10.9 .395 100.8 40 10.0 .390 1155 

Ìximum 12.L. .520 161.3 10,7 .1)-itS ]1j60 

Mini.imnim 9.3 .31)4 53,3 9,6 .312 858 

Ratios - Stained to Unstained Specimens - Exprossed in Percentages 
100.0 r:----- - - - 

1Ö1. 100.0 99,8 

Classification of Stained Specimens by Strength and Related Properties 
as Comnparedtotchod Unstained Specimens - Expressed in Number of Specimens 

Higher than 
controls 3L. 24 3L. 16 20 18 

Lower than 
controls 29 27 35 13 1h 19 

Equa1 contro 1 s 6 1 0 9 L. i 

1 Based on oven-dry weight and volume at test. 
'' Specimen 5/8 by 5/8 by 10 inches, tested over an 8-inch span - center loading - load applied on radial 
- surface. 

o' 



TABI 20 

AVERAGE C01ARATIVE PROPERTIES 0F TE CIAR WOOD (22) 

- 

gravity per eu. to oven dry based on 
oven drr ft Air creen dimensions Comparative strength values 

Based on Green Dry Volumetric Bending Compression Stiffness Hardness Shock 

Trees Groen l2 Conpara1ive parallel to Resistance 

Species Tested Volume lbs. Lbs. Figure grain 
Coriparative figures 

Noble fir 
Abies nobilis 9 .35 30 26 126 7L. 76 150 39 68 

Sitka spruce 25 .37 33 28 116 72 75 iL LL. 76 

Picea sitchensis 

Western heimlock 18 .38 !1 29 120 7I. 8L. iLTh. 50 73 

Tsuga hetorophylla 

Douglas-fir (Coast 
type) Pseudotsuga 
taxafolia 3L. !5 38 3I. 121 90 107 181 59 81 

White fir 20 .35 147 26 95 72 73 127 L2 60 

(Abies concolor) 

Avg. 1;. firs h.5 .35 )41 26 110 72 76 ]J41 t1i 66 

(grandis) 
(aibilis) Composite strength values are used in arriving at the comparative strength figures. (a) In these computations values for green and air dry (12) nteria1 are averaged 

(conoolor) together. The properties used in obtaining each strength value are as follows: 

1. Bending strength 
Fiber stress at elastic limit, static bending 
Modulus of rupture, 
Fiber stress at elastic limit, impact bending 



TABLE 20 - Continued 

2. Compression parallel to grain 
Fiber stress at elastic limit, compression parallel to grain 
MaxiMum crushing strength " " " 

ti 

3. Stiffness 
Modulus of elasticity, static bending 

t, t, t, 

, intpact " 
it ' ti compression parallel to grain 

h. Harñness 
Fiber stress at elastic limit, compression perpendicular to grain 
End hardness, hardness test 
Radial t ti 

Tangent ial ti 

5. Shock resistance 
Work to maximum load, static bending 
Total work ti ii 

6. Volumetric shrinkage 
Radial plus tangential shrinkage (green to oven dry) 
Volumetric shrinkage ' u it ii 

A reduction and weighting factor was applied to each of the above to 
determino the basis for the average comparative strength values. 



TABLE 2]. 

SPECIFIC STRENGTHS OF SEVERAL WOODS* 

(Relative strength weight for weight) 

From figures (23) 

Impact 

12% Static Bending Bending Comp. 11 Comp. 2. 

Wt.per Prop. x. 

.P!oo! _ct Sr. limit Sp.Str. P.L.Sp.Str.P.L. Sp.Str.CrushSp.Str. 

Noble fir 26 .38 6,600 l7,L.00 11,200 29,500 L,96O 13,050 5,550 ]14,600 

Douglas-fir 3h. .L.8 8,100 16,850 12,700 26,L150 6,h.50 13,h.50 7,L120 15,)450 

W. hemlock 29 .L12 6,800 16,200 l2,h.00 29,500 5,3)4) 12,700 6,210 ]1,75O 

White fir 26 .37 6,500 17,550 10,800 29,200 3,590 9,700 5,350 ]11.,L1.30 

Sitka spruce 28 .L1.o 6,900 16,750 ii,L1.00 28,500 h,780 11,950 5,610 11i3OOO 

* Strength values specific gravity 



TABLE 22 

PRE-WAR WOR}NG STRESSES FOR SO COIiMSRCIAL WOODS 

B end Ing 

ContInuously ContInuously Horiz. 
dry Occ.Wet damp or wet Cortrp.perpend Sheer Comp. parallel 
(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) No Var (lJ (2) (3) Avg. 

J-i-" 5" )4 5" Mod. 

p!c!e! _c.am_ !eo Sel.Com Sel.Corn Sel.CoraSel. & Corn Sel.Corn Sel.Corn Sel.CornSel.Corn Elast. 

White fir 1100 860 800 680 900 720 710 600 800 6Ljfl 300 225 200 70 56 700 560 700 560 600 L8O 1,100,000 

W. hemlock 1300 1OL0 980 830 1100 880 800 680 900 720 300 225 200 75 60 900 720 900 720 800 6L1.O i,L.00,000 

S. spruce 1100 880 800 680 900 720 710 600 800 6L.o 250 150 125 85 68 800 6IO 750 600 650 520 1,200,000 

Douglas-fir 1600 1200 1233 983 1387 10L.0 9Ll3 756 1067 800 3L1.7 2LO 213 90 72 1173 880 1067 800 907 680 i,600,000 

o o 
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Table23 - Log scale, luther recovery, defect and 
overrun, noble fir. 

(Conirtercial log grades) (16) 

Aver. Aver. Scale De- Over- Lumber 
No.of Dian. Length Gross Net feet run Recovery 

Log grade Logs In. Ft. Bd.Ft. Bd. Ft. Pet. Pct. Bd, Ft. 

Aircraft 57 35.6 35.5 119,270 107,710 9.7 6.5 11L,736 

Peeler 6L 3L1..6 36.9 l3L,000 122,920 8.3 5.5 129,711 

No. 1 LB 33.3 36.8 95,LLi0 88,200 7.5 -3.L. 85,2LO 

No. 2 25 27.1 35.1. 31,690 29,230 7.8 -1.5 28,78L. 

No. 3 314 26.5 32.9 38,370 36,010 6.2 -5.2 314,127 

Total and 
Average 228 32.6 35.8 148,770 3814,070 8.3 2.2 392,598 



Table 2L, - Luniber Grade Recoveries, Noble Fir 
(Coimnercial Log Grades) (i6) 

Percent luniber recovery by grades 

Total Tiiribers Bds. & Dim. 
luniber Total 
tally aero AN Equiv- 
(green) of all aient Aero Domestic #2 Cormri. #2 Conn. 

Log Grade (Bd.Ft.) grades Pot. Out Clears And Btr. #3 Corrun. And Btr. #2 Comm. Shop Box Miscel. 

Aircraft llL,736 tiB.3 37.9 13.9 8.0 6.2 2.0 7.6 6.L. 1.9 O.L. 5.3 

Peeler 129,711 37.0 31.7 12.L. 9.2 12.li 1.8 9.7 8.5 2.L. 0.6 6.0 

No. i 85,2LO 26.1 19.9 11.2 7.8 1)4.8 !1..li 13.0 11.1 2.3 1.5 7.8 

No. 2 28,7814 11.5 8.6 8.2 8.3 31.h 5.5 13.9 10.6 1.2 1.6 7.8 

No. 3 3)4,127 8.2 6.2 3.2 6.2 15.0 3.Ii. 23,5 18.6 0.9 8.3 12.7 

o 
ro 
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Table25 . - Log Scale, Luniber Recovery, Defect And Overrun in 
Alas1. Spruce Logs (15) 

Scale 
Log Avg. Lunber 
Grade Logs Diarn. Gross Tet Defect Recovery Overrun 

Peeler 10 L7 32,320 28,610 11.5 32,OLt8 12 

#1 9L 14 225,920 198,770 12.0 228,615 l5 

#2 100 32 ].L.7,73O 132,510 10.3 152,L56 

5 32.1. 8,970 8,2L1.O 8.1 9,283 12.7% 

Totals & Avg 209 36.8 41i,91i0 368,130 11.3 )4l42,IO2 

Lunber Grade Yields % of Total 

Aero 
Log Aero 
Grade Amer. U.K. Other* Total Out Clears Shop Comm. Box 

Peeler 15.1 22.7 3.6 14.t!. 8.Li. 17.2 0.1 0.3 32.6 

#1 L..o 13.9 5.ti 23,3 8.8 22.2 0.5 o,L 144.8 
0.5 3.5 5.2 9.2 Li..3 21.3 i..L 0.6 63.1 

#3 - 0.5 6.0 6.5 P.39.92.8 0.5 80.0 

Totals & Avg. 3.5 10.5 15.2 19.2 7.0 21.2 0.8 0.5 51.3 

* Includes T-A, Lam., & Recov. Grades. 

Oregon Spruce Logs 

Log Grade # Logs Avg. Diarn. Defect Total Yield Overrun 

#1 
#2 
#3 

]L! 

70 
42 

149.8 

L2.2 

35.3 

9.1 
67 
2.lt. 

Lj.9,11L. 

203,382 
103,853 

2.6% 
l.57? 

11.5% 

Totals & Avg.126 L.O.8 5.9 356,3149 

Luriber Grade Yields 

Total Aero Clears Shop Sel & Corrun. Box Misc. 
Aero Out 

#1 214.0 8 12.0 12.5 10.0 15.2 0.5 

#2 12.8 1L.7 8.3 21.5 l8.1.. 23.5 0,8 

#3 5.1 i4.7 _k.c__ 26.6 28.7 30.8 0.1 

Totals & Avg.12.1 13.3 7,6 21,7 20.3 2Li.I 0.6 
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Table 26 . - Comparison Oregon & Alaska Spruce Logs, 
And Noble Fir 

In Aircraft Lumber Yields in of Total By Yield 

#1 Spr. or equiv.N.F. #2 or equivalent #3 or equivalent 

AN Equiv. US Regular AN US Regular AN US Regular 

Alaska 
Spruce 17 23.3 5.6 9.2 2.6 6. 

Oregon 
Spruce 18 214.0 9.6 12.8 3.8 5.1 

Oregon 
Noble Fir 31.7 37.0 19.9 26.1 8.6 11.5 

Aircraft &3 Saw 

AN US Regular AN US Regular 

Noble Fir 37.9 1483 6.2 8.2 

WeIghing for Arij-Navy equivalent: 
Amer. lOO 

UK. 757 

Lam. 75% 
T-A 75% 
Recov. 33 1/3% 
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Missing Pages 105 and 1061 

TABLE 27 

AVERAGE MOISTURE CONTENT 

FOR GREEN IARTWOOD AND SAFNOOD AS CUT FROM LOG (32) 

Average % Moisture Content 

ecies No. Trees Heartwood Sapwood 

Grand fir* 3 91 136 

Douglas-fir 5 36 117 

Sitka spruce 2 33 114 

W, hemlock 13 L2 170 

*Very comparable to Noble fir in this property. 

Scanner
Text Box
Pgs. 105 and 106 not supplied



TABLE 28 

SHRINKAGE OF VARIOUS WOODS FROM GREEN TO OVEN-DRY 
DT D (6-7%), AND AIR DRY (12%) CONDITIONS 

Gr. Sp. Gr. Shrinkage (% gr. dim) 
1 Wt.per Green OD VOLUME RADIAL TANGENTIAL 

Species Gr. ou,f t. Vol. Vol. OD KID AD OD KID Ai OD KD AD 

Noble fir 31 .35 .L1J. 13.6 9)i. 6.Li 14.9 3)i. 2.2 9.1 6.2 14.1 

Douglas-fir 
(Coast) 36 38 .145 .52 11.8 8.8 5.9 5.0 3.8 2.5 7.8 5.8 3.9 

White fir 156 56 35 .14L 10.2 7,L. 14.9 3.14 2,14 1.6 7.0 53 3.6 

Sitka spruce 53 33 37 11.5 8.6 5.8 14.3 3.2 2,2 7,5 5.6 3,8 

Western hemlock 7]. 14 38 .143 11.9 8.9 6,0 14.3 3.2 2,2 7.9 59 14,0 
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Table 29 -- Drying Schedules (29) 

Species Size of Lunber Softwood Schedule Ren.rks 

Noble fir L4l-6/4 000111 
4-64. 00_III Wide flat stock 

7,44-9,44 000-Iv 
7/1.-944 001V Wide flat stock 

l0/1..-12/ O-III 

Western hemlock Ly14-6/1i. 000-I 

721-9/14 00011 
1O/-l2/14 o-i 

Sitka spruce Ll/lj-6/)4 000-II 

LJ/l.-6/1l. 00-II Wide flat stock 

7/l-9/14 000-III 

7/11-9/14 00-III Wide flat stock 

10/11-12/14 O-II 

Grand-fir & white fir L14..6/4 0001 
L4-6/l1 00-I Wide flat stock 

7/11-9/14 000 -I I 

7/14_94. 00-II Wide flat stock 

1044-12,44 01 

Douglas-fir 001V 
00 0-IV 

14/11-6/14 00-IV Wide flat stock 

1044-1244 O-III 
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Table 29 .-- General softwood kiln-drying Schedules 0, 00, and 000 

SChEDUlE O 

Moisture content at which ch.nges : Dry-bulb Wet-bulb Relative 

should be nude, per cent : temper- temper- humidity 
ature ature 

Division I Division II Division III Feet 
35 or more 30 or more 25 or more 135 123 70 

30 25 20 150 126 50 

20 16 13 i65 132 14.0 

15 12 10 175 130 30 

SCHEDULE 00 

oTsecnEetaE nTcE - : eTaEio 
should be nude, per cent : temper- temper- humidity 

: ature ature 

Division I Division II Division III Division I'V 

____________________ 
14.5 or more 14.0 or more 35 or more 30 or more 160 1146 70 

14.0 35 30 25 170 11414. 50 

20 16 13 13 180 135 30 

SCHEDULE 000 

hTci hinje - : uThtbi] eTaie 
should be ntde, per cent : temper- temper- humidity 

ature ature 

Division I Division II Division III Division IV 

b5 or more L0 or more 35 or more 30 or more 180 165 70 

14.0 35 30 25 190 16]. 50 

20 16 13 13 200 150 30 

Temperatures for vertical grain flooring strips ny be 10° F. 

higher than those in the schedules, after the stock has dried to a 

moisture content of 25 per cent. 
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Table 30. - Comparison of Pulping Properties of 
Noble fir vdth Other Species (28) 

Density/ou.ft. Fiber 
Species 0.D.Wt., Gr.Vol. Length 

Noble fir 22 Approx. same as white fir 

Sitka Spruce 2L 3.5 inni. 

White fir 22# 3.5 '. 

Western Hemlock 23 2.7 inni, 

Sulfito Process 
Yields 

Reduc- of 

Species Ing Unbleached Wood Bleach 
Prop. Pulp Qualities Vol. Needed Usos 

!a2° fir Reduces Strong,touch,excel. L.5-50% lO-15 News,wrapping, 
readily color,fine texture, book,printing, 

easily bleached & bond papers. 

Sitka Strong,excol.color LO-5O% 10-20% 
Spruce fine texture, 

easily bleached 

Western Readily Tough,stronger than Lo-5o% 15-25% 

Hemlock as spruce. Light 

Sitka reddish color, med. 
texture 

White fir Reduces Exoel.00lor & str. 45-50% 10-15% 
readily Largor, coarser 

fibers than spruce. 
Easily bleached. 



Table 30 . - Comparison of Pulping Properties of 
iob1e fir with Other Species - Cont'd. 

Sulfate Process 

Reduc- 
ing Unò leached 

Species Prop. Pulp Qualities 

Noble fir Reduces Very strong; 
readily very tough 

Sitka 
Spruce Strong 

fairly fine 

Western 
Hemlock Very strong; 

very tough 

White fir " Very strong 

GroundwoodProce ss 

Yields 
of 

Wood Bleach 
Vol, Needed Uses 

)45-5cY 2O-3O Hi-grade 
strong craft & 
pulp; fiberboard. 

for 
b leaching 

J45-5O l5-3O 
t, 

str.pulp; 
38-143% for 
bleach. 

145-5 str. 

pulp. 15-30% Il 

14853% 20-30% 
str.pulp; 
140-145% for 
b leach. 
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Redue- Pulp Req. 
Species ing Qualities Power Uses 

Noble Reduces Excel.color; 20% less All groundwood pulp 
readily standard strength than Spruce uses. 

Sitka 't Gray; standard str. 60-80 EP 
Spruce days per ton 

Western t, Excel.color; 10-15% more 
Hemlock standard strength than spruce 

White fir " " 1520% more 't 

than spruce 



Table3le-- Deve1opnnt of Treating Procedures for Noble Fir Separators (25) 

Treatment : Results 

No. Solution Time Temp. terial Resistance Kind of: Battery perfornnce 
in extract- per battery: Cycle J. : Cycle 2 : Cycle 3 

Solu- ed separator 5 Sec. 300 Amps, 0'F.: 20 nifi.n.6OUF.: 5 sec. 300 Amnps.C"F. 
tion 

: discharge 
Hour s C Pret Hours Ohms Volt s Min. - Volti nT Volts - in. 

Quarter sawed 

1 1.6% NaCH 
1.3% NaOH 
Wa sh2 

i 1.6% NaCH 
1.3% NaCH 
Wash1 

3 1.6% NaCH 
1.3% NaCH 
Wash1 

5 97-100 19.h 1/2 0.0016 Test LI.18 3.7 5,76 20.9 Li-.36 3.6 * 

5 97-100 214 .0016 Control L.i6 L.o 21,1 L.32 3.7 * 

Flat sawed 
5 97-100 20.0 1 .00ll-i- Test L4.20 3.8 575 21,2 L.30 3.1, 

5 97-100 2L. ,OOl1 Control L.,25 3.7 5,7L 20,0 L.,35 3.0 

Quarter sawed 
5 97-lOO 18.6 J. .0013 Test ti.25 3.8 5.75 20.9 L,35 3.6 # 
5 97-100 2h .0013 Control 1.25 3.7 5.7b 20,0 L.35 3,0 

J. - 
The washing in all experiments 'was the saine. It consisted of three consecutive 1-hour washes in hot water 
at 97-100° C. followed by 8 hours in cold running water. 

Remarks: 
* BaiEry n.nufacturer's comments - "Handle better than control." 
-1- 

n t "Good." 
Forest Products Laboratory comments on each of above exporimnents: "l,6i,3% NaCH treatment satisfactory. 

Resistance and perforrr.nce good. Physical properties excellent, A very good separator used. 
I-j 
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Appendix 

Table 32 . - Distribution of study logs by 
diameter and conercial log grades (io) 

Number of logs in Grade 

Diameter Aircraft Peeler No. i No. 2 No. 3 Total 

17 3 3 

18 2 2 

19 14 3 
20 1 1 

21 3 14 7 
22 1 1 

23 2 1 3 

214 1 3 3 7 
25 2 14 1 7 
26 2 5 1 8 

27 2 2 5 1 10 

28 1 1 14 3 9 
29 2 3 14 14 13 

30 7 9 2 18 

31 3 14 14 1 12 

32 1 3 2 2 8 

33 5 3 3 2 13 

314 5 14 i io 

35 8 6 1 2 17 

36 3 14 2 1 10 

37 3 3 1 2 1 10 

38 2 3 14 9 

39 5 6 2 13 

2 14 3 1 10 

14 2 3 i 6 

142 1 1 2 

3 1 1 5 

1414 a i 3 

145 

146 1 1 

L.7 i 3 Ii. 

i i 

1 1 

53 1 i 

Total 57 614 148 25 314 228 
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Figures Illustrating the Cylindrical 
Forni of Noble Fir Logs. 
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Portland, Oregon 
June 15, l9L.3 

NOBLE FIR PROPOSED AIRCRAFT LOG GRADES 

Top diameter Spiral grain 
Log grade inside bark Rings per inch or cross Surface require- 

grain permitted nnts 
At1east 

Select 35" 4. rings per inch Not more than Clear, no defects 
for one-half 1 inch in or indication of 
the diameter 15 inches. any 
of the lor. 

I_.____________ 
No. 2A 26" 4 " At least three 

clear faces or 

75 of the length 
clear with no 
indication of 
surface defects. 

No. 2B 26" + 
T At bast two 

clear faces or 
50% of the length 
clear with no 
indication of 
surface defects. 

No, 3 - Should include all other logs that will not qualify for 
aircraft grades. 

These log grading rules are intended prinri1y for application 

to standing tinter. They are based on 32-foot iogs. 

From 2 to 6 feet in the butt logs is usually unfit for aircraft 

because of root flare, butt swell, or spiral grain, but this should be 

disregarded in grading these 1ogs. It would be more logical to n.ke 

the necessary deductions in the gross scale to take care of this defect 

rather than to degrade the log. 

Center rot, shake, or other forms of end defects should not 

exceed one-third the diaitor in aircraft logs. 

It will require about a 14-inch tree to produce a Select log 
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(32 feet long with a 35-inch top) and about a 32 to 3L1-inch tree to 

produce the minimum size No. 1 log (32 feet long with a 26-inch top). 

The Select logs should orlly be expected to produce at least 

6O, and the No. i logs at least 50% of B and Better lumber. Logs 

classified as aircraft quality at pond or mill deck should be at least 

16 feet long. 

Note: In case of mili scale studies or grading cut logs where 

the extent of the spiral grain can be definitely determined, the 

folioming spiral allowances are recommended: 

26 to 32" - ill in 15" 
33 to 39 -i inl2 
t04 -i hilO 

The spiral grain should be iiasured within a space 6 feet long equi- 

distant from each end of the log and .ken above butt swell. Spiral 

grain is usually greater in the wood on the outside of the log than 

that indicated by the bark, but straightens up toward the center of 

the log. 

JAS W. GIRARD, Ass't. Director 
Forest Survey, U. S. Forest Service. 
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